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Abstract

The phenomenon of play has been a recurrent habit among human society. The scholar 
Johan Huizinga in his book Homo Ludens, published in 1938, introduced the modern view 
of play. Huizinga defined play as an activity that occurs outside of the ordinary routine and 
free from structured rules. Inspired by Homo Ludens ideas avant-garde artists made use of 
play in their artistic research process and as a way to engage the audience in participatory 
experiments. In this context, ludic practice can be conveyed into situations that augment 
our awareness of our surroundings. The avant-garde ideas in connection with the ludic 
were a source of inspiration for the development of this thesis.

This thesis draws on the idea of exploring ludic interactions in the art field by using 
familiar objects in order to engage people in play. Following Huizinga’s ideas about the 
ludic, this work emphasizes the potential use of play as an inventive tool to release the 
participants’ imagination and engendering discovery. The practical projects concentrated 
on producing interactive and collaborative works that encourage players to establish a 
creative relationship with the daily life surroundings. In these projects players are the co-
creators of the play situations. The presented thesis investigates three different projects 
and how they were designed to include play into the quotidian life. The projects are: 
Wanderlust, Constellations: Connect the Dots and The Wicked Witch’s Spats.

The listed projects embrace guided and constructive play as a tool to stimulate players’ 
creative skills. The works convey new knowledge upon the players through exploratory 
activities that are indicative of play. The adults are transported to a world outside of the 
everyday life where they begin with a new mindset. The objects created for this thesis: the 
shoes/spats, the clue-messages from the The Wicked Witch’s Spats; the pen and paper from 
Constellations: Connect the Dots; the book, the camera, the map and the photographs from 
Wanderlust; act as an playful agents. By playing with the tools and objects, the players 
invent new meaning from their actions which were previously ordinary and mundane.

Keywords: Art, play, ludic, everyday, interaction, avant-garde
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introduction



“The fun of playing resists all analysis, all logical 
interpretations.”

(Johan Huizinga, 1955, p.3)
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Introduction

We are all accustomed to play since the beginning of our existence. Play is incorporated 
in our life since we are born. While learning to speak, walk, we engage play; and once we 
become adults, play continues to be part of our lives. Play is a spontaneous and natural 
exercise that is part of every human activity. From infancy forward there is a desire to play, 
everything becomes an excuse for playing, and even the tedious activities are transformed 
into playful encounters. It is nonsensical to perceive humanity and society without the 
playful ingredient. “It is through this playing that society expresses its interpretation of life 
and the world” (Huizinga, 1955, p.46).
 
The contemporary view of play has its roots in the revolutionary research - Homo Ludens, 
published in 1938 by the Dutch historian Johan Huizinga.  The word Ludens chosen by 
Huizinga in the title of the book has its origins from the Latin word ludus and is relating to 
play. In the introduction of his studies, Huizinga observes that animals have not waited for 
man to learn how to play. For the author children’s play manifests the purest form of play, 
characterized by the absence of reasoning. And even adult play can contain reasonless 
elements.
 
According to Huizinga what motivates people to play is not the fact that playing is 
beneficial for them. Play is not essentially initiated to obtain some specific advantages. 
Players are often instigated by the nature of experience that playing engenders, not by 
the forecast of something useful. People who play are driven by the valuable experience 
of deep immersion that it purely provides. Once the players embarks  on an unique ludic 
experience of feelings as tension, mystery or joy, the play itself is the single reasons that 
invites players to participate, not a means to some following end. Play is a thing on its own 
and  thus resists all logical interpretation.  
 
In this context, play offers many sources for artists to create participatory experimentations. 
An artist sometimes adopts playful activities in order to underline that the most fundamental 
questions of life remain outside the limits of logical analysis and functional purpose; this 
was the case of the Surrealists and Situationists for example. The Situationists expected 
that the freedom to play should not be guided through the utilitarian condition of the 
capital system.  
 
Because the activity occurs outside of the ordinary life, Huizinga alleges that play is free 
from controlled social rules. All players commence equally despite of their earlier position 
and some categories of play cause them to work together towards a common goal. The 
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works of the Neo-Concrete artists exhibits this form of freedom from structure and 
status associated with play.
 
Based on these theories and for the purpose of this thesis, I define play as an active 
experience involving the senses and emphasizing creativity. Play, whether individual or 
collective, occurs outside of the realm of the everyday life permitting freedom for players 
to reveal their elementary emotions. It is exploratory and investigative, which promotes 
imagination and awareness of the new situations. In conclusion, play is a creative endeavour. 
By using this angle, I will identify how these thesis projects embrace play.

Thesis Overview & Motivation

This thesis draws on the idea of exploring ludic interactions in the art field by using familiar 
objects in order to engage people in play. It investigates three different projects and how 
they were designed in order to incite play into the day-to-day life.
 
The thesis is structured into two connected parts. The practical part includes the design and 
creation of three projects that introduce playful ways of interacting within the field of art. 
The theoretical part includes research that focuses on Huizinga’s Homo Ludens theory and its 
connection with some art movements. The concept of playfulness was the chosen approach 
in order to formulate the research and establish the junction between theory and practice.

To address the term play, I related my ideas with the way how the following authors 
think about play: Johan Huizinga in ‘Homo Ludens’ (1955), Roger Caillois  in the book 
“Man, Play and Games” (2001), likewise Gilles Deleuze in his work “The Logic of Sense” 
(1989), Lefebvre in volume II of the “Critique of Everyday Life” (2002), Gadamer in “The 
Relevance of the Beautiful” (1998), Allan Kaprow in the text “An Education of Un-Artist 
II” (2003), Donald Winnicott in the book “Play and reality” (1985), as well as Roland 
Barthes in “The Responsibility of Forms” (1991). For the Art my sources are the Avant-
Garde art movements that incorporated play into their works: Dadaist, Surrealist, Letterist 
International, Situationist, Neo-Concrete and Fluxus. The presented text is the result of 
investigating the intersections between the developments of the practical projects in 
connection with the theory of the mentioned authors.
 
This thesis focuses on three projects that were developed during my studies in Media Lab 
between 2011 to 2014. The projects are: Wanderlust, Constellations: Connect the Dots 
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and The Wicked Witch’s Spats. While designing these projects I started noticing that the 
playful element was a constant in my works. In the moment that I started  a new work I 
was always interested in how I could transform that activity into an interactive and playful 
experience, where people could have fun. This way of thinking has driven my research 
towards the ludic approach.
 
Art and play master thesis arose from an interest in bringing the playful element to the 
day-to-day life, a pause where people can stop and have fun in between. I wanted to 
create an interlude in people’s routine, as Huizinga mentions “...play presents itself to us 
in the first instance: as an intermezzo, an interlude in our daily lives.” (Huizinga, 1955, 
pp. 9). One of my goals was to question the role of play in our quotidian lives and how 
that can be interpolated into the ordinary world. As Lefebvre questioned once “Could play 
be the starting point from which we could envisage the metamorphosis of the everyday?” 
(Lefebvre, 2002, p.139).

Research Question

This thesis aims to answer the following questions: How could play be interpolated into 
our ordinary life?  How can we transform trivial activities and objects like a journey, a 
drawing, a book, a photograph, a map, a message, a pen or a shoe, into playful interactive 
experiences? How could these analog objects  be transformed in a new way, re-shaped into 
ludic tangible interactive experiences?
 
One of my goals is to bring the air of secrecy, a temporary world where people could blend 
creativity with their daily routine. For Huizinga what turns play special is the fact that the 
laws and customs of ordinary life don’t count inside the circle of the game. (Huizinga, 
1955, p.12). Similarly, Lefebvre describes play as an intermittently hidden and mixed up 
dimension of the day-to-day life: “It contains within itself several degrees or levels, several 
dimensions, according to how it relates directly and consciously to randomness per se.” 
(Lefebvre, 2002, p.139). My intention was to remodel the everyday activities and common 
objects by conveying those a new meaning where people could step into the magic circle 
and have a look into the other side of the looking-glass.
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Projects: References & Concept

The choice of the term ludic and the scholars Barthes, Huizinga, Caillois, Gadamer, Deleuze, 
Winnicott, Lefebvre, that discuss about play and games, arrived from the necessity of 
having a research method and choosing a framework to address my projects. This thesis 
research consists of the analysis of the production and theory behind three projects that 
are presented in three different chapters. The chapters are composed by a narrative that 
illustrates the lived experiences of these years of creating the projects, trying to connect 
the earlier practical phase with the late theoretical stage. In the following paragraphs I 
describe the theoretical references and description for each of the works: Wanderlust, 
Constellations: Connect the Dots and The Wicked Witch’s Spats.  

Wanderlust is an interactive analog scrapbook, which requires at least two people to complete 
it. One of the participant(s), “the photographer(s)”, registers and collects the images for the 
book. The other participant(s), “the curator(s)”, assembles the pictures in the book. The book 
contains a city map upon which the photographer draws a line and goes on a voyage where 
she/he will walk on that path. Each page of the book has a narrative that the player must 
document with an Instant Film camera while following the route. When the photographer 
has completed registering the narrative, she/he must put the pictures in an envelope and 
send the book to the curator(s), someone that she/he can choose. Like a guessing game, the 
second player will try to guess which picture fits into the narrative.
 
Wanderlust introduces play as an interlude in the quotidian life. In this project, actions are 
registered with photography. One part of the play happens during the capture of the photos 
in the city. To think about the photography I relate with the views of the philosophers 
Roland Barthes, Susan Sontag and Vilem Flusser. Also drifting around the cityscape was 
another element present in the game. For this section the theory emerges from Flâneurs, 
Italo Calvino, Neo-concrete Fluxus and The Situationists’ ideas. Another part is composed 
in the format of a collage, and for this I evoke the surrealist automatic games and William 
Burroughs’s cut-up methods. To analyse the book format I think of it in connection with 
the neo-concrete artists’ ideas of re-inventing and expanding the platform.
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Constellations: Connect the Dots consist of a black paper panel made with LED lights. This 
panel  is fixed to the wall and on the top of the panel there is a text that explains the game 
rules: “Connect the Dots”, on the right side of the panel, attached to a thread, a pen is 
hanging on the wall. The text Connect the Dots invites the viewer to draw a line that will 
connect the LED lights (the dots). Once the line is drawn by the participant the connected 
LED Lights will light up.
 
Constellations: Connect the Dots discuss play as collaboration and community. In this 
project players are invited to draw connecting lines in a panel. The end result of this project 
is a cooperative drawing where the patterns of the constellations are visualized. The main 
inspiration for this project came from a book by the Concrete poet Harold de Campos 
called Galaxies, Neo-Concrete artworks and the Surrealist game The Exquisite Corpse. 
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Over the rainbow: playing Wizard of Oz with The Wicked Witch’s Spats, is an urban game 
where street players embark on a journey through the city in the search of Dorothy with 
the aid of SMS clues and guided by an interactive map. The play consists of a minimum 
of  four participants: Wizard Oz, Good Witch of the North, Wicked Witch of the South and 
Dorothy, but more people can play. Dorothy will wear the spats and get lost around the city 
and with an interactive map application Wizard of Oz and the others characters are going 
on an adventure around the city to find the lost girl.  The Role of Dorothy is to tap her 
shoes/spats 3 times between an interval of 15 minutes. The tapping triggers a GPS signal 
and sends a clue message via SMS. In this game of hide-and-seek, the group collaborates 
in their quest to find Dorothy before the Wicked Witch of the South.
 
The Wicked Witch’s Spats, based on The Wizard of Oz tale, approaches play by adding an 
imaginary layer through the city inspired by the world of Live Action Role Playing (LARP), 
Pervasive Games,and Location Based Games, where the environment is the stage of the 
play. In connection with this part the theoretical influences emerge from the Situationist, 
Fluxus, Dadaist Walks, Surrealist Strolls and Flâneur. Another important issue related with 
the play was the dressing up focus on the performance aspect. This part explores the Neo 
Concrete and Fluxus art movements’ proposals.

In order to elicit the public’s participation, one decision was to create tactile objects out 
of everyday objects and materials. The objects created for this thesis projects: the shoes/
spats, the clue-messages from the The Wicked Witch’s Spats; the pen and paper from 
Constellations: Connect the Dots; the book, the camera, the map and the photographs from 
Wanderlust; act as a bridge between the participants’ bodies and the games. By playing with 
the objects, the participant engages with the proposed projects. These inventions/objects 
and the proposed interactions with these tools are the approach used to encourage play.

Projects: Inventions & Objects  

“If I knew what these things were, they 
would no longer be an invention”

(Helio Oiticica)
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“Play is older than culture, for culture, however 
inadequately defined, always presupposes 

human society, and animals have not waited 
for man to teach them their playing”

(Johan Huizinga, 1955, p.1)
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In 1938 the Dutch historian Johan Huizinga published a revolutionary study on the 
modern concept of play called “Homo Ludens”. Huizinga’s book investigates play as a 
free occupation, carried out within its own limits, binding in time and space from the 
requirements of ordinary life, and constrained by a self-contained system of rules that 
detains entirely. In “Homo Ludens” Huizinga gives three main characteristics for play:

 1. Play is freedom

 2. Play is a stepping out of real life into a temporary dimension of activity with   
 several degrees of disposition all of its own

 3. Play is distinct from everyday life within certain limits of time and place.  
 It involves its own structure and context (Huizinga, 1955, p.7-9).
 
An Analogous hypothesis is located in the work of the French sociologist Rogers Caillois, in 
his book: “Man, Play and Games” (1962), who succeeds Huizinga in underlining the central 
function of play in human culture. Caillois defines play as an activity that is basically:

 “1. Free: in which playing is not obligatory; if it were, it would at once lose its   
 attractive and joyous quality as diversion;

 2. Separate: circumscribed within limits of space and time, defined    
 and fixed in advance;

 3. Uncertain: the course of which cannot be determined, nor the result obtained  
 beforehand, and some latitude for innovations being left to the player’s initiative;

 4. Unproductive: creating neither goods, nor wealth, nor new elements of any 
 kind; and, except for the exchange of property among the players, ending in a   
 situation identical to that prevailing at the beginning of the game;

 5. Governed by rules: under conventions that suspend ordinary laws, and for the  
 moment establish new legislation, which alone counts;

 6. Make-believe: accompanied by a special awareness of a second reality or of a 
 free unreality, as against real life“ (Caillois, 2001, p.9-10).

Background: Play - Definition
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Gadamer examines play as an elemental role in man’s life, and without this element human 
culture would be unthinkable. For the author: “play appears as a self-movement that does 
not pursue any particular end or purpose so much as movement as movement, exhibiting so 
to speak a phenomenon of excess, of living self-representation.” (Gadamer, 1998, p.23). This 
absence of an objective and focus on the self-expression described by Gadamer was a pattern 
in all the projects mentioned in this thesis. I didn’t want to have strict rules like in a game. I 
wanted to give players the tools so they could create their own representation of play.
 
A similar definition of play as free movement is introduced by Zimmerman and Salen in the 
book “Rules of Play” (2004). They coined the term Transformative Play to define a special 
type of play that appears when the free movement of play alters the rigid structure in which 
it takes form. For them not all play is transformative play, but all types of play could become 
transformative. (Salen and Zimmerman, 2004, p. 311). Zimmerman and Salen main definition 
of play is: “Play is free movement within a more rigid structure” (Salen and Zimmerman, 
2004, p. 304). To explain their statement they contextualize: “Think about the word play 
in the sense of ‘free play’ of a gear of a car’s steering wheel. The play is the amount of 
movement that the steering wheel can move on its own within the system.” (Salen and 
Zimmerman, 2004, p. 304).
 
In this context, they organize the play phenomena into three main categories. The first is the 
Game Play and it focuses on  interaction that takes place when players follow the rules of a 
game in order to play it. The second is called Ludic Activities characterized by the absence of 
the game elements in which participants are playing in a more fluid sense, such as playing 
with toys or tossing a ball around. The third category is Being Playful -  the state of being 
immersed in whimsical state of mind, essentially when the playful mood is infused into 
some other action. In conclusion, the authors outline the relationship between those three 
categories: game play is a subset of ludic activities and being playful incorporate game play 
and ludic activities.

Brian Sutton-Smith, in his book “Ambiguity of Play” (2009), introduces the concept of 
exploration and freedom from structures in play. He states that exploration incites learning 
and play can be exploratory, since players face new situations or objects. This type of 
experimental play becomes an educational tool for cognitive and emotional growth. In 
addition Sutton-Smith explains the similarities between art and play: “Essentially what this  
“romantic” relationships between children’s play and art did was to obscure whatever the true 
relationship between play and art actually is and to contribute instead the notion that what 
is most important about both of them is the freedom, act as if all forms of children’s free 
expression are forms of play (Sutton-Smith, 2009, p.134). This line of thinking also suggests 
that through play, a child has the freedom to sense, manipulate and master new objects and 
environments, which is the same experience a participant encounters in Wanderlust, Connect 
the Dots and The Wicked Witch’s Spats works.
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One of the characteristics of each ludic experience is the availability of various sets of rules 
and resources to a person. Distinct forms of play can be differentiated from one another 
via the arrangements that orchestrate them. For example, playing games is different than 
playing with toys since gaming specifies winning conditions, like victory or defeat, while 
playing with toy do not require any pre-establish end results.
 
It should be noted that the focus of my research is on play and not in the game field. 
Although they are connected it is important to make a distinction between those. According 
to Huizinga the term play differs from the definition of game, since the term game is used 
for competitions while play is connected with an action without rivalry. “Etymologically 
the word comes from the Anglo-Saxon ‘plega’, ‘plegan’ meaning primarily ‘play’ or ‘to 
play’, but also rapid movement, a gesture, a grasp of the hands, clapping, playing on a 
musical instrument and all kinds of bodily activity.” (Huizinga, 1955, p.38). Gadamer also 
describes this idea the of movement in connection to play, for the author play appears as 
a self-movement without seeking for any particular goal.
 
Furthermore, Roland Barthes in the book “The Responsibility of Forms”, while writing 
about the work of the artist Cy Twombly, also examines the differences between play 
and game. According to Barthes, play is an action that is developed freely and game is 
an action that is more controlled “...playing: the child’s - and the artist’s - reality is the 
process of manipulation, not the object produced. ... the playing correspond to them: 
fantasizing, dreaming, living, holding, etc” (Barthes, 1991, p.172). Play is an action that 
is under continuous development, an activity that is defined during the making process.
 
In addition artist Allan Kaprow differentiates the term ‘game’ and ‘play’. For him ‘game’ 
involves competition, and ‘play’ doesn’t involve rivalry. For Kaprow play is a remedy for 
the competitive world “…as well as for the ossifying routines and habits of industrial-age 
American education, which have less to do with learning and fun than with the “dreadfully 
dull work” of “winning a place in the world.” (Kaprow, 2003, p.xxii). Kaprow believes that 
play is a way to make social changes and thinks that the artist role is to become the educators 
of play, the artist assumes the role of an re-creator that stimulates the playful activity.
 
In order to distinguish play from game Salen and Zimmerman formulated two relationships 
that illustrate the differences between game and play. The first is the fact that games are a 
subset of play; they clarify that not all play is part of the category of games, but all games 
are inside the large category of play activities.  The second is the concept that play is an 
element of games; play is presented as a facet of the larger phenomena of games, and a 
primary diagram for understanding them (Salen and Zimmerman, 2004, p. 303).

Background: Game VS Play
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Background: Play & Art

In the book ‘The do-it-yourself’ artwork Anna Dezeuze coined the term ‘do-it-yourself’ 
artworks as a range of artistic practices that require an active physical and/or conceptual 
participation on the part of the spectator (Dezeuze, 2012, p.1). “The invitation comes from 
the artist, and the ‘yourself’ becomes anyone willing to participate. The verb ‘do’ suggests 
an emphasis on process and actions to be performed by an active spectator in real time and 
space, while the pronoun ‘it’ remains open, as the result of this process will be determined 
by each individual’s unique personal experience.” (Dezeuze, 2012, p.3-4). Analogous terms 
like participatory art, interactive art, collaborative art and the open artwork are used in 
order to tackle the same issues addressed by the do-it-yourself artwork.

Play is a defining characteristic of many do-it-yourself or participatory artworks.
Some of these artworks depend on the predisposition of the participant in play with them 
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for their existence as a work of art, others focus on the commitment between the artist and 
the participant - who is responsible for following the rules of the game (Dezeuze, 2012, 
p.217). The concept of play assumes an important role by combining viewer explorations 
to the development of creativity. The starting point theory of Huizinga’s study is the 
identification that, where there is play, there is also “meaning”. One of the forms to attribute 
meaning to the participatory artwork is to use play as an educational tool to influence their 
viewer’s behaviour and engender creativity. By playing with the art, the participant creates 
new meaning from his/her actions outside the ordinary life.
 
One of the first theorists to acknowledge the status of participation in art was the German 
theorist Walter Benjamin. Using Soviet Russia as an example, Benjamin argued that the 
work of art should allow viewers to be involved in the process of production: ‘this apparatus 
is better, the more consumers it is able to turn into producers- that is, the more readers or 
spectators into collaborators’ (Benjamin, 2008, p. 89). As an example he uses the German 
dramatist Bertolt Brecht. The Brechtian Theater enlists the spectator to take up a position 
instead of contemplating the illusion of the actions in the stage (Bishop, 2006, p.11).
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My first encounter with interactive playful art was with the artwork of the avant-garde 
Brazilian artists: Lygia Clark, Helio Oiticica and Lygia Pape from the Neo-Concrete group.  
This group was formed in 1959 and their main focus was to establish a new dynamic to 
the notion of artist-spectator dialogue. One of the Neo-Concrete main goals was the shift 
of the role of the spectator: from the passive spectator - the contemplative, towards the 
active spectator - the collaborator. Nowadays the Neo-Concrete group is considered one 
of the precursors of participatory art. The subsequent paragraphs illustrate the relevant 
thoughts and works in connection with the ludic in the Neo-Concrete artists’ productions: 
Lygia Clark, Helio Oiticica and Lygia Pape. 
 
Lygia Clark’s first interactive object was a cluster of moveable planes called Bichos (Animals) 
made in 1960. For Clark the artwork only exists in the moment that the participant 
experiences it and nothing remains afterwards. This experience is described by the art 
critic Guy Brett: “The light-hearted and playful aspects – your immediate smile or laugh of 
recognition perhaps – is followed by thinking, by the realization that what Lygia Clark is 
proposing is a profound change, a conceptual leap with far-reaching implications for art, 
philosophy and science – for culture and life generally” (Brett, 2004, p.27). This idea that 
the lived experience is the artwork itself, relates with all the proposed projects in this thesis. 
Like Clark one of my assumptions is that everyone has a potential for creation. “For myself, 
I belong to a third group that tries to elicit the public’s participation. This totally changes 
the meaning of art, as one has understood it up to now. That’s why:

 • We refuse representational space and the work as passive contemplation.

 • We refuse all myth external to humanity.

 • We refuse the work of art as such, and we place the emphasis on the act of   
 realizing the proposition.

 • We refuse duration as means of expression. We propose the very time of the act  
 as a field of experience. In a world in which the subject has become a stranger to  
 its labor, we use experience to incite awareness of the alienation in which one lives.

 • We are proposers: we are proposing neither the past nor the future to you, 
 but the “now” (Clark, 1997, p.46).

Play & Art: Neo-concrete
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In 1963 Clark made Caminhando (means walking in Portuguese), a piece, which invites 
participants to cut lengthways along a strip of paper looped into an Möbius strip. The 
Caminhando focuses on the temporal fusion between subject and object, since the work 
only occurs in the moment that the participant cuts the strip.  This work was inspired by the 
artist trips taken by train across the countryside “I felt each fragment of the landscape like 
a totality in time, a totality being and making itself in front of my eyes, in the immanence 
of the moment. It was the moment, the decisive thing” (Clark, 2014, p. 161).  These thesis 
projects share this notion of having the participant focusing on an everyday activity - like 
walking around the city in Wanderlust and The Wicked Witch’s Spats, and leading them to an 
abrupt immersion into a temporal dimension outside the continuity of everyday life, creating 
awareness of this unique temporal experience: the moment of change.

Figure 3: Bicho: caranguejo duplo, 
1961. Retrived from: http://www.
pinacoteca.org.br/

Figures 1 and 2: Clark making a 
Caminhando (Walking), 1963-64. 
Retrived from: http://www.moma.org/
interactives/exhibitions/2010/online
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In 1964, inspired by the costumes worn by the dancers of the Mangueira samba school, 
Oiticica created the Parangolés: a structure resembling clothing, cape, banner, and tent 
to be dressed. It is the viewer’s interaction, gestures and movements, that create these 
moving sculptures and, by wearing them, the wearer becomes an active part of the work. 
In 1979, in an interview with Ivan Cardoso, Oiticica emphasizes the core concepts of the 
Parangolés: “ is not a question of the body as support for the work. On the contrary it is an 
incorporation of the body in the work and the work in the body’.  After experiencing Yoko 
Ono’s Pulse Piece, a work that consisted of listening to each other’s pulses by putting your 
ear on the other’s stomach, Oiticica formulated a new composite word: ‘corpo-play’ (body-
play) (Dezeuze, p. 63). This ‘corpo-play’ argues Oiticica, reveals ‘the body as a phenomenon 
of sensory play’ rather than an ‘element of linear integrity (Oiticica, 1973, p.47). Similar 
ideas were applied to the Wicked Witch’s Spats, once the player dresses the spats, the 
work becomes sensitive to the demands and manipulations of the participant and the 
environment, and the body becomes part of the play.
 
Most of Oiticica’s works consisted of events or body experiences, the artwork Eden, done 
in 1969 for an exhibition in WhiteChapel Gallery was a participatory environment. The 
audience was required to take their shoes off and walk over sand, hay, and crushed stones 
where they could interact with a variety of Oiticica work’s: Parangolés Capes to be worn, 
Nest-Cells where the participants could build their own habitations with found materials, 
listening to music in the Caetano-Gil tent. “Oiticica Eden was an invitation to play and 
reverie whose ends were open and unconditioned” (Brett, 2012, p.40). Oiticica art was 
always recreational and playful, focusing on inciting the audience to interact with it and 
experience the difference senses.
 
Oiticica created a concept called Crelazer (Creleisure), a word created from the combination 
of: leisure, creativity, pleasure and creole (Brett, 2004, p.22). It was an attempt to look 
ahead from the contradictory ideas that modern western society had about work/leisure 
‘…a world which creates itself through leisure, around it, not as an escape, but as the apex 
of human desires” (Oiticica, 1992, p. 136). Seen in this light, Oiticica produces a space for 
the existence of creativity and is based on joy, pleasure and phenomenological knowledge, 
which is indicative of play. The belief in leisure emphasizes the opportunity to play with 
the environment. Oiticica’s view on the leisure blended with the daily life, of art being 
incorporated in our routine was a thought that was always present during the development 
face of my projects.
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Lygia Pape expanded the concept of the Book, opening up to senses and to experiences 
in her various books: Livro da arquitetura, Livro do tempo e Livro da Criação (Books of 
Architecture, Time and Creation). Pape’s books took different forms, pages became three-
dimensional structures, and common elements like cover, text, and title were transformed 
into new forms. “Awareness of possessing such an object was renewed at each instant 
and a new open-ended reading as a multidirectional, playful, and dynamic experience” 
(Venancio. 2011, p.217). The book-object developed into a dynamic entity, ready to be re-
experienced in a new way, where there was no longer any beginnings or endings.
 
Pape builds spatial relationships, where the viewer’s words, forms and actions would initiate 
the artwork. “The book is now a web; the reader may be caught up in the threads that 
connect its proposals, creating what I call Magnetized Space -  a kind of inner drive or desire 
that shuns sheer irrationality and transfers the vibrations of the trap to the senses. You are 
now holding it – a magnetized object” (Pape, 2011, p. 209).  This idea of re-thinking the 
format of the platform was part of Wanderlust, Connect the Dots and The Wicked Witch’s 
Spats projects. In Wanderlust the book is reinvented, Connect the Dots re-thinks the drawing 
and in The Wicked Witch’s Spats the shoes, spats, receive a new function.

In 1968 Lygia Pape produced Divisor (means divider in Portuguese), an immense piece of 
white cloth, 30x30 meters, that holds together, yet apart, a crowd of people whose heads 
protrude through spaced holes that are displayed evenly in a grid. The participant’s arms, 
shoulders and hands movements, in the vast cotton sheet produce a form that resembles the 
sea waves. In Divisor, the artist’s emphasis is on the notions of the individual’s body, inside 
it’s own hole; and the collective, each individual’s movement have a direct effect on the 
whole group. This focuses on people as individually and socially constituted, relates with 
Huizinga’s view of a ‘play community’ characterized by the feeling of being ‘apart together’ 
– an exceptional situation, of sharing something important, of mutually withdrawing from 
the rest of the world and rejecting the usual norms, which can be experienced only briefly 
during certain liminal experiences (Huizinga, 1955, p.12).

The Relational Objects by Clark, Parangolés Capes by Oiticica and Divisor by Pape, opens a 
new poetic and critical space by moving the aesthetic act to the field of experiences.  This idea 
that the artwork happens in the moment - that there is interaction between the participant 
and the work, makes this an individual experience. And since it is an individual unique 
experience, time reflects the individual background of each person. Through this dynamic 
occurs what Huizinga called ‘the magic circle’, a temporary world within the ordinary world, 
where the receptor is seduced by the presented proposal and is conducted to a whimsical 
world made from combinations of images, sounds and gestures (Huizinga, 1955, p. 10).
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Figure 5: O homen começou a marcar o tempo (Man began to measure time). 
Film stills of the Livro da criação, 1959. © Courtesy Lygia Pape Project

Figure 6: Divisor, 1968/1990. Museu de Arte Moderna, Rio de Janeiro, 1990 
© Courtesy Lygia Pape Project
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Although the spectator as participant art works only materializes during the late 1950s 
with the Neo-Concrete, Dadaists and Surrealists were already engaging the crowd in 
some of their art proposals. The ‘Dada-Season’ of April 1921 was the first of a series of 
manifestations that involved the city’s public. The most relevant was the excursion to the 
church of Saint Julien le Pauvre in Paris, even though the event was held on a rainy day, 
more than one hundred people participated. Later on Andre Breton formulated the phrase 
‘Artificial Hells’, the slogan of the Dada events: shifting its relationship to audiences away 
from the cabarets halls and towards more participatory events in the public sphere (Bishop, 
2012, p. 41).

The Dadaist search for the mundane had given way to the Surrealist belief in chance. 
In the first part of the twentieth century the Surrealist revamped the Dada excursions 
into automatist meanderings. The Surrealist strolls, were wanders through the city, often 
initiated at night, in which the main goal was to perceive a place for the first time or 
through new eyes. The techniques used to achieve this was disorientation combined with 
awareness of the city’s environments. These exploratory endeavors took different formats: 
Journeys, expeditions and passage on foot and the main goal was the disorientation and 
self-abandon to grasp the unconscious.

From the early 1950’s to the late 60’s the Dada and Surrealist excursions became the 
Situationist dérive. Performed collectively, by small groups of two or three people, the dérive 
was a drifting through several areas of the same city intending to understand differences 
in ambience or atmosphere. The dérive was used as an investigative tool in the discipline 
of psychogeography. It consisted of experimenting with the affective variants of a given 
urban environment on the emotions and behaviors of individuals, by walking around a city 
that is constantly explored (Kaufmann, 2008, p.95).
 
Whereas some elements of the dérive resemble the Parisian promenades of Breton and 
Aragon, the surrealists wandering were subjective with focus on the automatism and the 
individual unconscious, while the Situationists had another objective: move away from the 
modernist forms of urban living. Debord specify this in this article titled Theory of Dérive: 
“Of the various Situationist tools, the dérive is a technique for rapidly moving through 
various environments. The concept of the dérive is inextricably bound with the recognition 
of effects of a psychogeographic nature and the affirmation of a ludic-constructive form of 
behavior, which contradicts every conventional notion of an excursion or walk.” (Debord, 
2006, p. 111) This form of rapidly moving around the city, an urban experience associated 
with encounters and sharing, was the key to understand the Situationists’ goals.
 

Play & Art: Avant-Garde
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Wanderlust and The Wicked Witch’s Spats embrace the Situationists’ ideas of being open 
to the allurement of the city, and the rejection of the quotidian activities and relationships. 
As Debord observes “In a dérive one or more persons during a certain period drop their 
relations, their work and leisure activities, and all their other usual motives for movement 
and action, and let themselves be drawn by the attractions of the terrain and the encounters 
they find there”. (Debord, 2006, p. 111-112). For Debord they drift to interpret the urban 
fabric, like in Wanderlust and The Wicked Witch’s Spats, where the player is committed to the 
interpretation of the city, by exploring its surroundings and listening to its secrets.
 
Influenced by the Situationist use of play in the urban environment and the Dada public 
events, members of the Fluxus movement created in 1976 in New York, the Free Flux 
Tours. These tours, guided by Fluxus artists, encouraged the participant into investigating 
the unknown city’s mysterious places. One of the catalysts of the Free Flux Tours was to 
expose the meaningfulness and amazement of the ordinary spaces. By appropriating the 
guided tour form through performances, they included urban features that were neglected 
by the commercial tours. Fluxus’ artists have switched from the representation of the urban 
fabric to a mode of demonstration in which the city becomes a stage for site-specific 
artworks and performances. Similar approach is taken in Wanderlust and The Wicked 
Witch’s Spats, were the city is turned into a playground - the arena of play.

The Surrealist Promenades were not the only contribution for the playful art. They also 
used play and created new games as a tool to adventure into the unconscious and incite 
collective experiences in the visual and textual art sphere. Some of the games were inspired 
by the children’s games; others were invented techniques that investigate the results of 
automatism. By using chance, their main intention was to get free words and images 
from the constraints of rational and discursive order.  “To these solitary exercises of the 
imagination, significantly freed in each case from the composing rules of logical discourse, 
the Surrealists added the absorbing and ordered procedures of creative collaboration and 
the game.” (Brotchie and Gooding, 1995, p.11). The upcoming paragraphs identify the 
significant games elaborated by the surrealists in relation with the projects in this thesis.
 
The Exquisite Corpse was a chain game, played collectively, and required three or more 
players. There were two versions of this game: text and visual. Constellations: Connect the 
Dots is inspired by the visual version. Exquisite Corpse was one of the most famous Surrealist 
games, using automatic techniques; its parlour game equivalent is Heads, Bodies and Legs 
in English.  It’s a game in which each participant takes turns drawing on a folded sheet of 
paper, folds it as many times as there are players, covers his contribution, then passes it to 
the next player for another contribution. In the last section, the paper is unfolded to reveal 
the full drawings. The end result: a collaborative drawing. It is the common element that 
Exquisite Corpse shares with Constellations: Connect the Dots. The main differences is that 
in Connect the Dots, players don’t know each other, and the result of the previous play is 
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visible, but like in the Surrealist game the end result is a collective drawing.
In late 1920, Tristan Tzara wrote, To Make a Dadaist Poem the following instructions:
 
 1. Take a newspaper.
 2. Take some scissors.
 3. Choose from this paper an article of the length you want to make your poem.
 4. Cut out the article.
 5. Next carefully cut out each of the words that makes up this article    
 and put them all in a bag.
 6. Shake gently.
 7. Next take out each cutting one after the other.
 8. Copy conscientiously in the order in which they left the bag.  
 9. The poem will resemble you.
 10. And there you are – an infinitely original author of charming     
 sensibility, even though unappreciated by the vulgar herd. 
 (Tzara, 1920) 
 
Years later, between 1961 and 1964, William S. Burroughs & Brion Gysin took this concept 
and made a revamped version of it, known as the cut-up technique.  Cut-up consisted of 
cutting a fully linear text into pieces, and randomly rearranging these pieces into a new 
text. The first cut-ups were produced only with short texts captured from newspapers or 
letters. Later on Burroughs developed cut-ups that would combine text and image, here 
he explains it: “I’ll read in the newspaper something that reminds me of or has relation 
to something I’ve written. I’ll cut out the picture or article and paste it in a scrapbook 
beside the words from my book. Or I’ll be walking down the street and I’ll suddenly see 
a scene from my book and I’ll photograph it and put it in a scrapbook.” (Burroughs, S. 
W. and Gysin, B, 1978, p. 3 ). This relationship between text and image was one of the 
components in the Wanderlust project.
 
In Wanderlust, the first player/(s), ‘the photographer’ or ‘photographers’, makes use of an 
instant film camera in order to register the narrative that is in the book while drifting in 
the city. Once the images are produced, the first player/(s) add those to an envelope and 
gives it to the second player. Assembling the images into the book is the responsibility of 
the second player/(s), ‘the curator’ or ‘curators’. Burroughs explains the benefits of the cut-
ups: “Cutting and rearranging a page of written words introduces a new dimension into 
writing enabling the writer to turn images in cinematic variation” (Burroughs, 2003, p.91). 
Trying to find different interpretations and connections of image and text was one of the 
aspects of this project.
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wanderlust
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“...the people who move through the streets 
are all strangers. At each encounter, they 

imagine a thousand things about one another; 
meetings which could take place between them, 

conversations, surprises, caresses, bites.”

(Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities)
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Instructions

There is an envelop with a set of cards containing texts 
about the Wanderlust Project. Once you take the cards from 
the envelope, please shuffle it and after that you can start 
reading it.
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Description

A Polaroid camera and a scrapbook are given to the first participant. 
When the player opens the book, there is a map of the city where 
the player is situated as well as instructions telling the participant to 
randomly draw a line on top of the map. Once the line is drawn, the 
player must follow the path through the city and document the journey 
by taking pictures with an instant film camera. The book consists of 
a narrative that must be completed with images. When the first user 
finishes the project, he/she must put the pictures into an envelope and 
deliver it to the next player. The second player will try to find out how 
the pictures fit into the plot line.





The Game Rules

It is important to emphasize that the first player is free to interpret and 
represent the narrative the way they want. The participant becomes 
collaborator capable of deciding the way in which she/he interprets 
the instructions. The first player’s role is to craft the experience of the 
second player. Therefore, the photographer can choose the level of 
difficulty available to the curator to decipher those images and the way 
in which they are connected to the narrative. According to Huizinga “All 
play has its rules. They determine what holds in the temporary world 
circumscribed by play” (Huizinga, 1955, p.11).
 
Although there are pre-established rules, the photographer(s) is able to 
bend those rules. The role of the photographer(s) is similar with the one 
of a level designer, while registering the ‘actions’, they can choose how 
the images are connected with the narrative. These choices can also 
influence the rules of the game, since the interpretation of the ‘action’ 
text is open. In this respect, there is always an open path that the 
players can pursuit during the game. As Deleuze indicates in the book 
Logic of Senses, in each act the play creates its rules, “...there are no 
preexisting rules, each move invents its own rules; it bears upon its own 
rule...” (Deleuze, 1989, p.59). Each choice taken by the first player(s) 
determines the rules and will shape the game result.





The Game Rules

The photographer(s) are given a fixed amount of pictures from the film: 
10 pictures. The narrative is composed of 10 actions. This limits them to 
take a single picture for each narrative; therefore, if the photo taken has 
suffered from some type of exposure mishap, they cannot take another 
picture for the same narrative. Thus, if they choose to take an extra 
picture, they will not be able to register all the actions in the book.
 
Another important issue is the technological aspect of the images 
produced by the camera. Images can take some time to fully develop 
and results can be mixed. There is no room for error and if users get it 
wrong, exposure levels and colors can look off. The lack of autofocus 
really makes it a challenge to nail the pictures for the first time. Taking 
photos of people works particularly well, but it takes a little more work 
to shoot great scenery shots or simple pictures of objects.
 
Due to its technical limitation and its potential to ‘generate’ accidents 
during the process of capturing the images, the instant film camera 
was a perfect choice to add some randomness to the game. As Sontag 
observes: “Photographs, which cannot themselves explain anything, 
are inexhaustible invitations to deduction, speculation and fantasy” 
(Sontag, 1979, p.23). The uneven quality of the lens produces images 
where the outcome is unpredictable and random.  The sharpness is 
just an accident amongst all the possibilities of successively planned 
shots. The end result is difficult to predict, because the margin of 
accuracy is virtually nonexistent. As Flusser pointed out, the outcome 
of photography depends on the relationship between the photographer 
and the camera: “Every single photograph is the result, at one and 
the same time, of co-operation and of conflict between camera and 
photographer” (Flusser, p 46-47).





The Game Goals

The goals for each player is different - the first player chooses the 
level of difficulty for the second player to understand the connection 
between the images and the narrative. The second player decides in 
what way the images can be combined with the texts. There are no 
losers or winners in this game. Gilles Deleuze observes that Lewis Carroll, 
while describing the games in Alice in Wonderland, “...invokes a sort of 
ideal game whose meaning and function are at first glance difficult to 
access: for example, the caucus-race in Alice, in which one begins when 
one wishes and stops at will; and the croquet match in which the balls 
are hedgehogs, the mallets pink flamingos, and the loops soldiers who 
endlessly displace themselves from one end of the game to the other” 
(Deleuze 1989, p.58). As Deleuze mentions in the games of Alice that 
there are no winners or losers, they have a great deal of movement, the 
rules are established during the playing act - a path that is more similar 
with the concept of ‘play’, than with the competitive notion of ‘game’. 
Likewise in Wanderlust, there is no right or wrong while decoding the 
narrative. Viewpoints can diverge - photographers and curators are free 
to interpret the text as they wish. The purpose of the play is to explore 
and share the experience, not to win or lose.





The Game Play: The Line

Giving the player(s) a camera and making them draw a line in the map 
and following the line was an attempt to add some randomness to 
the game. This way each player(s)’s experience would be different. The 
players were free to close their eyes and draw the line without any 
planning and also they could choose to plan their traced path. The only 
constraint was the limitation of the map, the play should happen inside 
that specific area of the city. As noted by Debord while describing the 
space where ‘derive’ could happen: “The spatial field of a ‘dérive’ may 
be precisely delimited or vague, depending on whether the goal is to 
study a terrain or to emotionally disorient oneself” (Debord, 2006, p. 
138). Similarly with the ‘dérive ‘ the Wanderlust player(s) could choose 
if they want to become more familiar with the habitual environment or 
if they want to explore the unknown areas of that city.





The Flâneur Photographer

The notion of urban drifting dates back to early-nineteenth century 
literature and artistic bohemians as a form of dealing with the modern 
life realities. In 1963, the French poet Charles Baudelaire, in his essay The 
Painter of Modern Life, created the term flâneur to address the urban 
spectator. The poet illustrates a man who was a curious explorer of the 
modern street scenes aesthetics, fascinated by the ephemeral beauty of 
the marginal. Walter Benjamin further investigated this emphasis on the 
modern stroller in his unfinished collection of writings, Arcades Projects 
(1927-1940), which narrates the modern arcades (passages) and the 
new urban environment - the terrain of the flâneur. For Benjamin 
the flâneur’s involvement with the city is compared to that of a child 
who perceives it as a collection of places and situations charged with 
enchanting power.
 
This is one of the references that occurs to me while thinking about the 
photographer(s)’s role in Wanderlust, this figure of the flâneur in the 
works of Baudelaire and Walter Benjamin: a slow stroller of the streets 
and arcades who tried to read the cityscapes like a text and aimed 
at restoring legibility and clarity to the ambiance. The instant camera 
and the accordion book that folds like a map, resembles the persona 
of the “Late flâneur”, which is out of your modern space-time, but no 
longer possesses free time to wander the streets. What you have left are 
moments of time between conducting paths undertaken to perform the 
tasks of their daily lives. The obsolete equipment helps to allude to this 
figure of the flâneur that is outside of its time: the analog tool once 
compared to the digital camera reveals that this equipment has no more 
use to the photographic industry.





The Bricolage Curator

While the Photographer(s) is the one responsible of registering the narrative, 
the Curator(s) is the one combining the pictures with the texts. The Curator(s) 
role in Wanderlust is similar to the bricoleur - a person that “… speaks not 
only with things… but also through things” (Lévi-Strauss, 1962, p.32). In 
1962, French anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss coined the term bricolage 
that is defined by the do-it-yourself process of assembling objects from 
odds and ends. Strauss identifies the semantic origin of the term bricolage 
by having its roots in the fields of games, hunting and racing, where it 
described the unintentional movement of a horse avoiding an obstacle in 
a race, or a ball accidentally bouncing off a billiard table (Dezeuze, 2012, 
p.56).
 
The bricoleur arrangement is often produced of everyday objects and 
materials by selecting, filtering and re-combining these components. They 
design an unified whole. In Wanderlust, by assembling the photographs 
in the book, the Curator(s) becomes the bricoleur – the architect of the 
composition. Thus, the bricolage model brings a possibility of an open 
system that articulates new relations between art and the everyday.  The 
Curator(s) selects the meaning of each image, which they use to structure a 
sequence of narratives that combined will result in the full book.
 
Barthes articulates the link between play and bricolage in his article Toys, 
published in 1957. In the article, he compares the modern trendy toys with 
the simple building blocks type of toys: “Invented forms are very rare: a few 
sets of blocks, which appeal to the spirit of do-it-yourself, are the only ones 
which offer dynamic forms” (Barthes, 1984, p.53). Made out of an abstract 
shape, the building blocks offer a broader/endless possibility to create forms, 
unlike the replicas of adult’s objects type of toys like the dollhouses and 
doctor toys, which place the children as a user rather than a demiurge (in 
the platonic school, it means an artisan-like figure). The essence of the 
bricolage involves creating a space for interpretation through combination: 
an important role played by the Curator(s) of Wanderlust. While assembling 
the pictures, they attribute a new meaning to the game.





The Map

The Map in Wanderlust is based on a real map of the city, made based 
on aerial photography, printed using a laser cutter and produced for 
four cities: Berlin, Helsinki, London and Venice. Before opening the 
map, players are asked to take a pen, close their eyes if they wish, 
trace a line in the map and follow that line. Although the image of the 
map is a representation of the city, the emphasis in Wanderlust is on 
cartography as a practice rather than simply the map as an image.  In 
this line of thinking, where the interest is on the individual and social 
perceptions, the map is used as a method for encouraging players to 
engage graphically and actively with the physical space. The purpose of 
Wanderlust is to establish interactions between players and their journey 
within the city. Thus the narrative and adoption of the map have been 
arranged to construct such journeys and interactions, like in Yoko Ono’s 
written score Map Piece:

 “Draw an imaginary map. Put a goal mark on the map where  
 you want to go. Go walking on an actual street according to  
 your map.If there is no street where it should be according to  
 the map, make one by putting the obstacles aside. When you  
 reach the goal, ask the name of the city and give flowers to the  
 first person you meet.The map must be followed exactly, or the  
 event has to be dropped altogether. Ask your friends to write  
  maps. Give your friends maps ” 
 (Yoko Ono, Grapefruit, 2000)
 
Similarly with Ono’s Map Piece, Wanderlust also has a goal marked in 
the map; the line that is drawn by the player. This line represents the 
itinerary and the lived experience of the photographer, and like in Map 
Piece, the map is shared with a friend. Analogous to Ono’s score in 
Wanderlust is the artistic production consisting of an action: a unique 
exploration of the real city via urban meandering.





The Naked City

When the first player(s) opens the book, an introductory text instructs 
the photographer to reserve at least two hours in order to complete the 
tasks. The player(s) should turn the next page only when they are ready 
to travel in the cityscape. Once the page is flipped, a text explains that 
they should get a pen, draw a line in the map and follow the traced trail. 
The player(s) can choose between tracing the line with closed eyes or 
with opened eyes. The photos should be taken while they are exploring 
the route.
 
Analogously with the ‘dérive’, one of the purposes was to have the 
player’s focus on this encounter with the city surroundings, as Debord 
explains: “In a dérive one or more persons during a certain period drop 
their relations, their work and leisure activities, and all their other usual 
motives for movement and action, and let themselves be drawn by the 
attractions of the terrain and the encounters they find there” (Debord, 
2006, p. 132). In other words, by taking an unplanned journey through 
an urban landscape, participants are faced with a new and authentic 
experience.
 





The Everyday

One of the goals of the project was to merge art with everyday life. 
The choice of having the players to interact with the day to day 
environment, the cityscape in this case, was an attempt to connect them 
with the mundane world, as Johnstone pointed out: “… the everyday 
is both authentic and democratic; it is the place where ordinary people 
creatively use and transform the world they encounter from one day to 
another” (Johnstone, 2008, p.13). One of the intentions of Wanderlust 
was to bring a new awareness of the quotidian life, by exploring the 
usual scenes in a playful and inventive way.
 
Combining art with everyday life was also a constant practice in the 
Situationist works: Gallizio’s ‘Cavern of Anti-Matter’ - long rolls of 
painted cloth made collectively with the aid of spray guns and machines, 
and sold by the meter on the market square, is one example of fusing 
art with the day-to-day realities of the city space. As Andreotti indicates 
the foundation of this concept originated from Huizinga’s definition 
of the overvaluation of art, ‘…which he saw as the main cause for its 
increasing remoteness from everyday concerns” (Andreotti 2004, p.224).
 
This was also a constant practice in the work of the Neo-concrete artists, 
where the purpose of the art was to appeal to the average, everyday 
person, not just the bourgeois crowd. One of the purposes of the Neo-
concrete movement was to give awareness to the participants of their 
creative potential; the artwork piece becomes the act of creation. The 
Neo-concrete idea of using art to generate creativity was an influence, 
as I wanted to create playful, ephemeral and participatory artworks 
that blur distinction between author and viewer, object and memory, 
permanence and temporality.





The Instant Camera

The camera provided to the photographer(s) is an instant film analogue 
camera manufactured by Fuji and is targeted to the amateur photography 
market. Essentially this camera has very basic functions, and the only 
extra feature is to help users shoot pictures with the right level of 
brightness. The equipment has four different exposure levels to choose 
from; Indoors, Cloudy, Shade, Sunny, Slightly. Another issue is the lack 
of autofocus. The flash has a recycle time of 0.2-6 seconds and there 
is a fixed shutter speed of 1/60 second. The controls of the camera are 
few; the user can choose between 4 different light exposure modes and 
press the button to take the picture.
 
The instant camera does not have the same control as a professional camera 
would have regarding focus, aperture, etc. One common problem of this 
camera is the parallax error - a change in the apparent position of an object 
relative to more distant objects, results from the existing discrepancy between 
the image captured by the lens and the images produced by the viewfinder 
in the photographic machines that the objective lens and the display are in 
separated places.
 
These technical features, the program, have a huge impact in the end result of 
the produced image. For Flusser the programmed aspects is what characterize 
the camera:  “If one considers the camera (and apparatuses in general) in this 
sense, one sees that the camera produces symbols: symbolic surfaces that 
have in a certain way been prescribed for it. The camera is programmed to 
produce photographs, and every photograph is a realization of one camera” 
(Flusser, 2000, p.26). The program, for Flusser, is “a combination game based 
on chance’ (Flusser, 2000, p.69) and this idea is connected with the concept 
of apparatuses: “(...) apparatuses are black boxes that stimulate thinking in 
the sense of a combinatorial game using number-like symbols; at the same 
time, they mechanize this thinking in such a way that, in future, human 
beings will become less and less competent to deal with it and have to rely 
more and more on apparatuses” (Flusser, 2000, p.31).





The Camera: Purpose and Program

The program in Instax Mini was built with the simplicity in mind, in 
order to make its manipulation easier for the users. The purpose of this 
camera is to register portraits, everyday life scenes, scenery and objects, 
thus there is no artistic intention connected with its use. The user of this 
device corresponds to the concept of functionaries described by Flusser: 
“Functionaries control a game over which they have no competence” 
(Flusser, 2000, p.28). The functionaries use the “camera” to obtain 
technical images; they must know how to adjust the controls in order 
to get the desired image.
 
For Flusser, the camera’s program needs to be rich, otherwise the 
game would soon be over. “The possibilities contained within it have 
to transcend the ability of the functionary to exhaust them, i.e. the 
competence of the camera has to be greater than that of its functionaries” 
(Flusser, 2000, p.27). But what happens when the program is ‘poor’ like 
in the Instax Mini? It can be argued, that the instant camera allows the 
photographer to easily manipulate the device since it has few features.
 
Although the device is an automatic machine, the functionalities are 
analogue and simple once compared with digital camera technology, 
which contains a more complex program and features. Flusser points 
out that the “apparatuses” transform users into functionaries, since 
their criteria are limited by the camera’s program. As Flusser pointed 
out, “The imagination of the camera is greater than that of every 
single photographer and that of all photographers put together: This is 
precisely the challenge to the photographer” (Flusser, 2000, p.36).





The Instant Camera as the Support

I decided to choose the instant camera because of its easy manipulation 
and also because the analogue camera looks like a toy, encouraging the 
participant to play with it. As Flusser suggests, “The camera is not a tool 
but a plaything, and a photographer is not a worker but a player: not 
Homo Faber but Homo Ludens” (Flusser, 2000, p.27).
 
Another reason for choosing this camera was the practicality since the 
players wouldn’t need to spend too much time while taking the pictures, 
when compared to drawing or painting for example. Flusser explains 
the difference between photograph and the other methods of capturing 
images: “The camera illustrates this robotisation of work and this 
liberation of human beings for play. It is a smart tool because it creates 
images automatically. Photographers no longer need, like painters, to 
concentrate on a brush but can devote themselves entirely to playing 
with the camera. The work to be carried out, imprinting the image onto 
the surface, happens automatically: The tool side of the camera is ‘done 
with, the human being is now only engaged with the play side of the 
camera” (Flusser, 2000, p.29). As a result, photographer(s) are able to 
enjoy and play without much knowledge of the photography field, due 
the fact that everyone was capable of manipulating this simple camera..





The Analog Apparatuses

The decision of using the analog instant camera was because of its 
similarity with some features of the digital cameras: the speed with which 
the image appears, and the lack of a darkroom or other traditional ways 
of image development are characteristics that instant film photography 
shares with digital snapshot photography. Likewise the act of coming-
into-visibility was something that brought the element of surprise to 
the game, since the players liked to experiment with.
 
Instant Film prints have specific material features that differs those from 
other types of photography: the white borders, size restrictions, and 
the absence of a negative. The physical aspects of the image allude to 
the tool used for producing it. The image references the machine that 
produced it, exposing the technical limitations - which are more evident 
when confronted with the technologies available in the market today.





Cut-Ups

For this project I decided to use a concept introduced by William S. 
Burroughs: the cut-up technique. The cut-ups are adapted from 
filmmaking and involve cutting the texts from the pages, and then 
rearranging it. The essential basis of this method is the creation of new 
texts by cutting up at least two existing texts and recombining the 
fragments, at random. Thus the old texts are truly cut up, the pieces are 
re-combined and the end result is a new narrative.
 
One of the goals of this project was to make the players aware of their 
surroundings, and different point of views in a playful way. The cut-
up is a method for establishing new relationships and combinations, 
producing another perspective, and another perspective, and yet another. 
As Burroughs states: “Cut-ups establish new connections between images, 
and one’s range of vision consequently expands” (Burroughs, 2003, p.5). 
This new connection between text and image is what the Curator(s) in 
Wanderlust is experimenting with, by redistributing the meaning of the 
text in relation to the image. All possibilities of this juxtaposition of 
word and image are explored. Out of the available combinations, the 
Curator(s) needs to choose one for each text and image.





The Narrative

The book is divided into two parts: the first consists of explanatory texts 
about the project and the roles of each player and the second, of ten 
chapters that are actions the photographer should take pictures of. These 
actions are based on recurrent themes of the quotidian life, the different 
aspects of photography field, and exploring different viewpoints. This 
new perspective is explained by Susan Sontag: “In teaching us a new 
visual code, photographs alter and enlarge our notions of what is worth 
looking at and what we have a right to observe” (Sontag, 1979, p. 3).
 
These narrative actions in Wanderlust can be compared with the events 
or word scores of Fluxus, which consists of pieces containing instructions 
to do something that could be performed by anyone, anytime, anywhere. 
Influenced by the traditional music scores and text of concrete poetry, 
Fluxus scores can be recognized as the artwork itself. Fluxus artists 
produced an enormous diversity of scores and instructions: some had 
only once sentence on them; others took the form of an event and had 
a more detailed instruction for a sequence; some were musical scores; 
others were abstract drawings; some could be simply realized; others were 
acts executed in the reader’s imagination. Wanderlust action text scores 
are based on the discovery and observation of phenomena – the ones that 
penetrate the space of the everyday experience.
 
The Narrative is also responsible for guiding the player(s) through the 
city, bringing meaning and an objective to the play. While wandering 
around the cityscape, they can look around, discover new scenes and 
in the meantime register the actions. Another function of the narrative 
is to build a link between text and image and between curator(s) and 
photographer(s) – both will read the text and interpret it as they wish; 
the photographer(s) by creating pictures from the texts and the curator(s) 
by assigning the pictures to the texts. The Narrative is composed of ten 
chapters: the line, the transport, the trail, playing Hitchcock, the landscape 
art, the photojournalist, Role-play, the portrait, the wish and the end.





The Narrative

The Narrative: The Line
Action: Take a picture that represents your route/path.
 
This is the first action that is shown in the book. The photographer 
starts by drawing a line in the map and follows this line by going on 
a tour around the city that will be registered into pictures. The path 
represents the start of the journey through which the Wanderlust player 
will encounter the city, as Italo Calvino mentions in his book Invisible 
Cities: “For those who pass it without entering, the city is one thing; 
it is another for those who are trapped by it and never leave” (Calvino, 
1978, p. 125). Embarking on this route will change the way that the 
participants relate to the city.
 
The Narrative: Transport
Action: Choose your transportation. Take a picture that represents it.
 
The players/photographers can choose how they want to navigate 
through this path: walking, public transport, bicycle or boat. By 
registering these actions, the photographers establish a new relationship 
with the photographed object or subject as Sontag explains: “To 
photograph is to appropriate the thing photographed. It means putting 
oneself into a certain relation to the world that feels like knowledge – 
and, therefore, like power” (Sontag, 1979, p.4). By registering the means 
of transportation, the photographer becomes more familiar with it.
 





The Narrative

The Narrative: The trail
Action: Take a picture that expresses the beginning of your journey.
 
This action is connected with the beginning of the journey. Although 
these persons can be exploring familiar places, in this journey they 
become adventurers. This new discovery of the city entails a new 
beginning as Calvino describes: “Arriving at each new city, the traveler 
finds again a past of his that he did not know he had: the foreignness 
of what you no longer are or no longer posses lies in wait for you in 
foreign, unpossessed places” (Calvino, 1978, p. 29). This new encounter 
with the city through the narrative, random path and the photography 
lenses produces the unfamiliar component.

The Narrative: Playing Hitchcock
Action: Observe people around you. Try to act as natural as possible. 
Take a picture and move without being noticed.
 
While commuting to work and walking around the city, we always 
see other people. These people who move through the streets are all 
strangers. This voyeuristic side of these encounters is the idea behind 
this action. As Sontag says: “Taking photographs has set up a chronic 
voyeuristic relation to the world which levels the meaning of all events” 
(Sontag, 1979, p.11). The title “Playing Hitchcock” is an allusion to 
Hitchcock’s movie Rear Window, where the main character’s form of 
entertainment is to spy into his neighbor’s’ life.





The Narrative

The Narrative: Landscape Art
Action: Prepare to make a stop. Go to a place where you can appreciate 
the nature: garden, park, or sea view. Take a picture of the landscape.

This action is based on a painting Wanderer Above the Sea of Fog, 
composed in 1818, by the German Romantic artist Caspar David 
Friedrich. This painting reflects on the romantic ideas of wandering 
and contemplating the landscape. The composition consists of a young 
man standing upon a rocky precipice, and the viewers can only see his 
back. He looks out in contemplation and self-reflection, mesmerized 
by the haze of the landscape covered in a thick sea of fog as if it were 
an ethereal experience. By turning his back towards the viewer, he does 
not exclude them; instead he enables them to see the world through 
his own eyes, to share his personal experience. As Sontag states: “... 
photographs are as much an interpretation of the world as painting 
and drawings are” (Sontag, 1979, p. 6 - 7). Wanderer Above the Sea 
of Fog awakens the idea of interpretation through someone’s eyes, as 
Wanderlust encourages the player(s) to share their views.
 
The Narrative: Photojournalist
Action: Go to a crowded place and take a picture of an interesting 
happening around you – play with the composition.
 
This action focuses on the realistic characteristic of the photography, 
as Sontag comments: “Photographs furnish evidence. Something we 
hear about, but doubt, seems proven when we’re shown a photograph 
of it” (Sontag, 1979, p.5). The purpose of photojournalists is to register 
the facts around them without interfering in the scene and to capture 
reality, in order to prove that a given thing happened.
 





The Narrative

The Narrative: Role-play
Action: Go to a site frequented by tourists. Observe how they are 
taking their pictures. Do the same.
 
The experience of discovering new paths around the city and the 
unfamiliar way of seeing the environment around the city evokes an 
image of a tourist; it is difficult to imagine a tourist without a camera. 
For Susan Sontag photography “... helps people to take possession of 
space in which they are insecure. Thus, photography develops in tandem 
with one of the most characteristic of modern activities: tourism” 
(Sontag 1979, p.9). The essence of the touristic photograph is registered 
in a playful imitation game.
 
The Narrative: The Wish
Action: Make a wish and tighten a ribbon near the place you made 
your wish. Take a picture that represents your wish.
 
The Bonfim Ribbons combine the superstitious nature of African faiths 
with the miracle granting powers of Catholic Saints. Pilgrims affixed the 
ribbons to the Bonfim church gates or around the wrist or ankle in the 
belief that when the ribbons fall off or disintegrate, their wishes will 
be granted. The described wish ritual inspired this action; one of the 
goals is to temporarily abolish the ordinary world described by Huizinga: 
“Inside the circle of the game the laws and customs of ordinary life 
no longer count” (Huizinga, 1955, p. 12). By making the wish ritual, 
participants did something different from their daily life. A further goal 
is to give this ritual another context, thus making it a unique experience 
as Benjamin explains when talking about the origins of the artwork: “In 
other words, the unique value of the ‘authentic’ work of art has its basis 
in ritual” (Benjamin, 2008, p.24).
 





The Narrative: The Portrait
Action: Stop somebody in the street and ask to take a portrait picture 
(they can take a portrait of you or you can take a portrait of them).
 
The portrait is one of the most familiar types of photographs; we are 
accustomed to posing to pictures since we are children. Barthes illustrates 
this feeling of transforming oneself into an image: “Now, once I feel 
myself observed by the lens, everything changes: I constitute myself in 
the process of “posing,” I instantaneously make another body for myself, 
I transform myself in advance into an image. (…)Posing in front of the 
lens (I mean: knowing I am posing, even fleetingly), I do not risk so 
much as that” (Barthes, 2000, p.10-11). The gesture of posing for the 
photographer makes one more aware of the image being printed in a 
piece of paper and becoming an object. The idea with this action is to 
give the player the understanding of this posing instance, the moment of 
change from being unnoticed to being in the spotlight.
 
The Narrative: The End
Action: Your journey is ending now. Take a picture to represent it.
 
In this action the participant(s) will try to express how was the experience 
of the Journey through a last photography, like a goodbye. The result 
of the taken pictures can be anything but what matters is the choice 
to capture an specific image as Sontag reflects: “ In deciding how a 
picture should look, in preferring one exposure to another, photographers 
are always imposing standards on their subjects” (Sontag 1979, p.6). By 
taking a picture of something or someone, the player is attributing it 
a new significance and creating a new context to that image and that 
moment.
 
Next: Now that you have finished the book, please put the pictures in the 
envelope and give it to your friend.

The Narrative





Introduction
 
Text: Wanderlust is about the independent spirit that keeps you curious, 
a thirst for knowledge, and sometimes courage. This note-scrap-book 
should be about discovering places, living its secrets and feeling its 
surroundings - to explore the hidden, the unique and the authentic, by 
looking through somebody else eyes. Now take a deep breath and turn 
the next page. Enjoy!
 
 
Instruction for Photographer
 
Text: The main goal is to take pictures to match the narrative. You can 
choose if you want to follow the plot line or go with the flow. The end 
result can be as open as yours interpretation of the narrative. In the end, 
you will share the pictures with a friend and he/she is going to compose 
the book, like a guessing game. You should reserve at least two hours of 
your time to take the pictures. Before you start take a test photo, choose 
any object that is around you and take a picture of it. Only open the 
next page when you are ready to go.
 
Introduction for Curator
 
Text: The main goal is to combine pictures to match the narrative. Like 
a guessing game you will try to find the hidden lines. Open the envelope 
there you will find the pictures. Each chapter has a space for one photo.
 

The Narrative





In Wanderlust the Photography is the element that establish the 
relationship between the first player and the second one. The first player(s) 
is the responsible for taking the photographs and to communicate their 
ideas through it as explained by Flusser:  “Photographers encode their 
concepts as photographic images so as to give others information, so 
as to produce models for them and thereby to become immortal in 
the memory of others” (Flusser, 2000, p.48). Sontag also discusses the 
concept of eternity through photography “ All photographs are memento 
mori. To take a photograph is to participate in another person’s (or 
thing’s) mortality, vulnerability, mutability. Precisely by slicing out this 
moment and freezing it, all photographs testify to time’s relentless 
melt” (Sontag, 1979, p.15). In Wanderlust this recorded image becomes 
the messages in which the first player(s) communicates with the second 
player(s). Once assembled in the book, this photograph represents 
the photographer(s) view and the curator(s) preferred interpretation; 
accompanied by the book narrative.

The Photograph Message





The book is the format of choice for Wanderlust, at first glance the book 
format evokes a limited and contained vehicle, associated with library 
and the archives. But the main idea in Wanderlust is to redesign the 
very concept of the book – not in the physical level, but in terms of 
its writing, arrangement, content and relationship with the reader – in 
Wanderlust the book is transformed into an interactive dynamic tool. 
This emphasis on the reinvention of the book was a common element in 
Lygia Pape’s artworks, in 1959 she created a series called Livro da criação 
(The Creation Book) a series of sheets of card in which she encourages the 
reader to fold elements of a page to create a paper sculpture and to lift 
a perforated page to completely expose the multicolored page beneath. 
As Pape explains “The book consists of 30x30 cm units, all moving from 
surface to space; so, as you handle the book, you are putting together 
structures and your “reading” takes place through its colored shapes” 
(Pape, 2011, p.220). By manipulating the book through assembling and 
disabling readers would become co-creators by build their own narrative.
 
Analogously in Wanderlust the book delivery to players is no longer a 
finished product, the participants’ contribution is essential in order to the 
book completion. This book carries an unconventional idea in which each 
individual creates their own book, based on their very own experiences. 
It all depends on the players’ personal lived experiences, and this leads 
to an open-ended result in which the performed action and produced 
images will generate a reading of its own. This way, each Wanderlust book 
becomes an unique invention. Reading Wanderlust means a whole series 
of experiences that are different for each reader - for the Photographer(s) 
the silence of reading is replaced by a performed action and fabrication 
of a non-verbal narrative; for the Curator(s) the book enables them to re-
create and experience the event even if they have not lived through them. 
In the participants hands the book is shaped into a new dynamic entity 
ready to be discovered, recreated and re-experienced from the beginning, 
detached from the conventional reading practice.

The Book





The first version of Wanderlust was produced during the Interactive 
Narrative course in the spring of 2012. This version had the A5 size 
and regular book format and inspirational texts before each chapter. I 
gave this book to one person to test and her feedback was so positive 
that I decided to continue the project. One of her comments was 
about the tactile experience of using the instant film camera and 
having it in a book, which turned the experience into something that 
she wanted to keep.
 
For the second version of the book the inspirational text was removed, 
making the reading more dynamic, and in order to enhance the tactile 
feeling and singularity of the book, an artisanal approach for the 
printing was chosen - the screen print technique. For the format of 
the book the decision was to use the folded accordion, since that 
resembles the folded maps used by travellers and explorers. For the 
map the laser cut as a print technique was chosen because of its 
aesthetics. I also made a different illustration for the second version; 
the illustration idea was to converse with the line that is drawn by 
the player in the map. It focuses on the line and uses the surrealist 
automatic drawing technique. I made the screen print film with black 
ink drawing and sewed thread on top of the drawing. While printing 
the books, there were some problems in finding big paper sizes to fit 
the ten pages, so some books ended up with five chapters others with 
eight chapters.

The Production





I produced a total of 25 books from those ten were given to people 
to test it. I selected the players like this: I would briefly explain the 
project while asking people to test it, and ask if they were interested in 
participating, people were free to choose if they wanted to participate 
or not, since I did not want to make this as an obligatory task. I made 
maps for four different cities: Berlin, Helsinki, London and Venice. In 
the end I had one person doing the project in London, one in Berlin, 
two in Venice and six in Helsinki.

For three participants I send the project by post and for the others I 
delivery the book in person together with the instant film camera and 
the instant film. In those meetings I introduced the project in short, 
explained that they would need to go in a journey around the city and 
take pictures of it with the instant film camera. Also that they should 
reserve at least 2 hours of their time for making the project and the 
book should only be taken from the envelop some hours before they 
started the journey. And the last instruction was that they could decide 
what to do with the project once they finish it, the only thing that I 
asked in return was the feedback and the instant film camera.

After the participants completed the project I would meet some of them 
and send questions in order to gather feedback. Unfortunately two of 
the participants never replied and eight feedbacks were collected in total. 
The reason for undertaking the questions was to hear the participants 
experience, insights and to gather information for improvements and 
future development of the project. The questions covered the following 
topics: fun, understandability, difficulty, enjoyment, clarity, choices, 
analog tools and ways of playing. 

Outcome





The subsequent paragraph lists significant thoughts and comments 
made by the Wanderlust players. The results of the collected feedbacks 
were consistent with each other. For half of the players was difficult to 
understand how the project worked, specifically the order of the pages 
and where to start: “I was a little confused about which way to open 
the book and what to do, but I quickly figured things out after leafing 
the pages for a while” commented one of the players.

Some of the players did the book alone others together with friends. For one 
of the players making it with a friend, it made a big difference, sharing the 
experience was the most fun part of it. All the players liked doing the project 
“I really enjoyed taking photos, especially because it gave me a reason to 
look at the city in a way I wouldn’t have otherwise” answered one player. “I 
found it to be a fantastic experience and really rewarding. I hadn’t used a 
Polaroid before and it was fantastic experience and I saw parts of Helsinki I’d 
never seen before.” commented another player.

Most of the participants noticed that the way that they looked to the 
city was altered by this experience: “We had been walking around the 
city already, but now we had a clear purpose to really look around us 
to see if there’s something to match the topics in the book” mentioned 
one of the players. “I have already done that path many times, but 
following the instructions of the book turned that into a new experience, 
I became aware of unnoticed things in my surrounding” commented 
another participant.

The analog tools was also a favorite amongst the players, some of them 
never had the experience with it before: “The analog camera really made 
me think about my surroundings more, since I couldn’t just mindlessly 
snap photos.” said one player. “The instant camera felt like a playful 
object in itself - so that was great; and it was exciting to see images 
develop, fun to shake them and dance a bit with “shake it, shake it” 
song” answered another participant.

Outcome





The physicality, artisanal aspect and visual aesthetics of the laser printed 
map conveyed the book into something that players wanted to keep, like 
a memento of their journey: “I know it’s a rare treat, but the physical 
and tactile made this more memorable. I mean I go around cities with 
my iPhone and take photos, but the personal meaning of those photos 
to me is lesser than holding a physical photo that I can’t change or alter 
afterwards. I also love how Polaroids are always a bit off: slightly blurry, 
exposed colors, different framing...” responded one of the players. “I 
was blown away. The map was beautiful and you could tell it was hand 
printed and had a lot of effort put into it!” commented other player.

The path line was something that not all the players did, some players 
decided to just go around walking without a traced path, others did 
draw the line and followed it “With Venice-book we drew a line, but it 
was impossible to follow on those narrow streets where getting happily 
lost is the only way to find a right path. But we walked in the areas and 
it was nice. It gave us much needed limitations. Otherwise we would 
have been exhausted walking the floating islands around and around…” 
noted the participant.

The interaction with the second player, the curator, was something 
that some players found fun, but for other players the sharing part 
was not important: “Some parts of the guessing were clearer than 
others. I had included some famous landmarks in the photos, but 
the guessing was still surprising and funny. It was interesting to see 
how differently another person can interpret something that felt clear 
to me. I also enjoyed reliving the trip by thinking about it, and got 
some new ideas for what to do there next time, based on the guesses” 
described one of players. 

Outcome





Conclusion

The purpose of Wanderlust was to introduce play as an interlude into 
daily life, as a voluntary activity. The materials produced from Wanderlust 
were intended to be entirely spontaneous, in direct provenance from the 
player’s imagination and encounter with the city. One of the things 
that I wanted to avoid was that the project would develop into a task, 
an obligation for the participants as Huizinga reports “(…) all play is a 
voluntary activity. (…) Play is superfluous. The need for it is only urgent to 
the extent that the enjoyment of it makes it a need. Play can be deferred 
or suspended at any time. It is never imposed by physical necessity or 
moral duty. It is never a task. It is done at leisure, during “free time ” 
(Huizinga, 1955, p. 7-8). Like Huizinga mentioned, play is never a task, 
and after getting the positive feedback from the participants, I guess I 
achieve my goal. The apparent openness of Wanderlust engenders an 
atmosphere that arouses free play of the imagination and inventiveness.

Future improvements could lead to the development of a new version 
of Wanderlust, like improvements to the format and the way that 
information could be displayed in the book, regarding the usability and 
easy understanding of the project. Also how the pictures are placed on 
the book, the photo corners turned out not to be the best solution. One 
of the players thought the pictures should be attached to the edges 
of the photo corners. Two of the players did not understand that they 
should give the book to someone else to assemble the pictures; this 
should be better communicated in the next version.

Wanderlust has been an impressive learning curve in which I utilize all 
my experience and knowledge from concept design, storytelling, graphic 
design, user experience, interaction design and in the production side, 
by mastering the screen-print and laser cutting techniques.
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constellations 
connect the dots
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“...and here I begin I spin here the beguine 
I respin and begin to release and realize life 

begins not arrives at the end of a trip...”

(Haroldo de Campos, Galaxies)
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Concept

The Game Rules and Goals

The Game Play

Constellations: Connect the Dots consist of a black paper panel made with LED lights that 
is displayed on a wall. On the top of the paper there is a text saying “Connect the Dots”, 
instructing the viewers how to play the game. To draw the lines, a pen, attached to a thread 
that is glued to the wall, is positioned in the right side of the panel. The text Connect the Dots 
invites the viewer to draw a line that will connect the LED lights - the dots. Once the line is 
drawn by the participant the connected LED lights will light up. The end result of this project 
is a cooperative drawing of patterns that resembles constellations shapes.

The rule and goals  of the game are simple: players should drawn a line connecting the dots

The players are free to draw as many line connections as they want. The panel is displayed 
in an area where there is a constant transit of people, for example a hallway, stairs, or near 
elevators. The place of display is essential for the collaborative aspect of the game, since the 
purpose of the project is to have different people contributing to the drawing. Connect the 
Dots’ systems of exchange, which are also a way of attaining subjectivity, disrupts the notion 
of a passive spectatorship by including the viewer’s participation in the process.
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“If there is, in Surrealism, a form of activity 
whose persistence has had the gift of exciting 
the resentment of imbeciles, it is certainly (in) 
the activity of play/game (jeu) which can be 
traced across most of our publications over 

these last thirty-six years.”

(Breton, 1970, p.1)
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The collaborative drawing concept can be traced back to the Surrealist game called The Exquisite 
Corpse (The Cadavre Exquis in French). This parlor game, formulated by the first generation of 
French surrealist in the 1920s, is derived from a conventional children’s game called Petit Papiers 
in French - Heads, Bodies, and Legs in English. The starting point of the game is a single sheet 
of paper, divided according to the number of players into segments that roughly correspond to 
the human body; i.e. head/torso/legs for three players, or, head/chest/trunk/legs for four players.
 
Although the Exquisite Corpse uses the human body as a reference for the folded parts of paper, 
the words such as head, neck, trunk, and legs are simply points for metaphorical departure. The 
resulting drawing does not need to follow real human body’s anatomy. The surrealists, as an 
example, produced landscapes, without any figurative allusion.
 
The parlor game consists of having several people compose a phrase or a drawing collectively 
- no participant knows the nature of the preceding contribution or contributions. This brings 
the element of chance as Schaffner explains:  “In lieu of the mainstays of Breton’s game comes 
an unprecedented expansion of the definition of drawing itself, a practice that now appears 
to encompass everything from pricking to poetry. What remains essential, because it can be 
replayed, is the game. Precisely because of its value as play, Exquisite Corpse continues to offer 
a means of sidestepping reason and foresight to more towards chance and unpredictability” 
(Schaffner, 1993, p.19). In The Exquisite Corpse, drawing is turned into a game, likewise in 
Constellations: Connect the Dots, by drawing the connection between the LED lights players 
are engaging in the game of creating the constellations patterns. Seen in this light, the drawing 
is expanded into an interactive medium of expression and collaboration.

The way that drawing is regulated in the surrealist game is by requiring each player to 
delineate the image precisely where another player left off, extending the previous contour. 
In the original spirit of the game, once the drawing is folded – it traces the progress of the 
game – and its authorship remains largely anonymous (Laxton, 2009, p.32 & 37). Similarly in 
Constellations: Connect the Dots the author is unidentified, players can see the input of the 
previous participants but they cannot know when the line was made and who did it. Once 
compared with the surrealist game the main difference is that the element of chance - the 
folded paper - is absent in Constellations: Connect the Dots.
 
The Exquisite Corpse as a method serves as a kind of framing example for diversified media 
interactions. It’s legacy can be noticed in William S. Burroughs and Brion Gysin’s cut-up technique 
developed in the 1960s, the montage styles of contemporary cinema, along with the current 
generative and remix culture. Constellations: Connect the Dots imports the idea of the collective 

The Exquisite Corpse Influence
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thoughts made into drawings from the parlor game - each pencil line becomes a raw outline of a 
player’s remembrance. The surrealist parlor game gives the ability to represent all forms of image 
and text and incorporate it into all forms of collaborative activity.

Constellation: Connect the Dots was inspired by a concrete poem-prose called Galaxies written 
by the Brazilian author Haroldo de Campos. The concrete poetry is, by common definition, a visual 
poem in which the graphic space acts as a structural agent. In the concrete poem, the layout 
and typographical composition of the words are as important as the other common elements of 
the poem, like meaning of words, context, rhythm and rhyme. In short, the visual element in the 
concrete poem is as relevant as the text. One common characteristic of the concrete poem is its 
playful form that invites its readers to indulge in a think-play activity.
 
One of the results of the concrete poets visual experiments consists of the reduction of language 
not only to nouns and verbs but also to lines and objects to be regarded. For Mary Ellen Solt, 
concrete poets are concerned with establishing ‘linguistic materials in a new relationship to 
space (the page or its equivalent)’ and with ‘making an object to be perceived rather than read’ 
(Solt, 1970, p 7.) The concrete poets emphasis is on the materiality aspect. What is less important 
the content of words themselves than the relations between the elements distributed across the 
page. And it is here that we find the affinity of concrete poetry with Constellations: Connect the 
Dots: they both seek to trace the material constitutive of any signifying practice. Connect the 
Dots exposes the way in which the participants’ gesture of drawing alters the composition.
 
Galaxies has a distinguished format - the poem-prose does not have any pause elements like 
punctuation marks or capital letters. In the essay Sanscreed Latinized wrote in 1977 Campos 
explains the concept of Galaxies “The book was conceived as an experiment in doing away 
with limits between poetry and prose, and projecting the larger and more suitable concept of 
text (as a corpus of words with their textual potentials . . . . The text is defined as “a flux of 
signs, without punctuation marks or capital letters, flowing uninterruptedly across the page, as a 
galactic expansion. Each page, by itself, makes a “concretion,” or autonomously coalescing body, 
interchangeable with any other page for reading purposes. There are “semantic vertebrae” which 
unify the whole . . .  [The book] constitutes a search for “language in its materiality,” without 
“beginning-middle-end.” “Exterior monologue” was the phrase I used to express this “materiality” 
“without psychology,” that is, language that auto-enunciates itself” (Campos, 1978, p.58).”
 

The Poem Narrative
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Constellation: Connect the Dots shares  the same idea of continuous flow with the poem-prose 
Galaxies. Like in Haroldo de Campos work, the possibility of the different type of connections 
and patterns that can be created are always under expansion in Connect the Dots. Another 
common element with the poem-prose is the sense of infinity - both works do not have an 
end point.The Galaxies book, when closed, brings the feeling that the narrative can still be 
written and therefore continued. Constellations: Connect the Dots has an endless algorithm 
for generating shapes. The structure of Campos poem-prose has no paging, paragraph, 
punctuation or liking between the texts; therefore it opens up for a non-linear reading of 
the text. This emphasis on the non-linearity is also present in Connect the Dots, players can 
start from different places and readers can decide where the drawing starts. In Constellations: 
Connect the Dots, the canvas (the LED panel) becomes the play-area and the new reader 
grasps the idea of play, and joins in.
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The production process can be divided into three main categories: designing and planning the 
circuit connections, material research and prototyping. The first step was finding a solution 
for the connection between the LED lights - they needed to be all connected and the drawing 
line would be responsible for turning the lights on. This was a bit of a challenge, after some 
research and discussions with friends I found the solution of having all the LEDS connected 
through the ground and having half circles on front of the lights that were all connected to 
the power. Once the line crossed the half circle the connection was made and the light would 
turn on. A 3V lithium battery would be used as the power source.
 
Once I had the solution for the LED light connection I moved on to the second step that was 
to test the available materials. The first material chosen was the electric paint from Bare 
Conductive. All the connections were done with the ink, but I could not get full conductivity 
with the Bare Conductive ink - there was too much resistance in the ink. I made two prototypes 
using the Bare Conductive ink, testing different types of papers and LED lights and both turned 
out to be a failure. At this point the prototyping and material research phase become a constant 
iterative process.
 
The second test was using an adhesive copper foil sticker combined with the Bare Conductive 
ink. The copper foil was used to make the circuit connection’s LED lights’ negative leg connected 
with the ground, the half circle connected to the power and a small piece of the sticker glued 
to the positive leg. The conductive ink was used only for connecting the different LED lights. 
Although the LED lights turned on, this solution was not perfect. The lights only turned on 
once the ink was dry on the paper and that process took some minutes. This feedback delay 
would cause some confusion for the player - once the connection was drawn they could think 
that it did not work. For this solution to be understandable, it would require some explanation 
text to the players about the process of waiting for the ink to dry. Also the aesthetics of the 
copper foil was visually too dominant, dimming out the constellations metaphor from the 
original concept.
 
The third test was with a different type of ink, conductive silver ink, produced by Kemo electronic, 
used to repair circuits. Unfortunately the conductive silver did not work. It was tested on paper 
and on ceramic surfaces and the material did not have enough conductive properties. After 
some months, a new ink, made by Circuitscribe, was introduced in the Kickstarter website. 
Once it was available for purchase I ordered it and made a prototype using the ink from 
Circuitscribe for connecting the LED lights and using conductive thread instead of the copper. 
This solution turned out to be perfect. The LED lights would light up instantly when the line 
was made, and the only concern is with the thickness of the line, as too narrow lines will not 
work.  Also the conductive thread conductivity was better than with the copper foil.

Production
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Outcome 

 To get a better understanding of how people would engage and interact with the project I 
made a paper prototype. In the stairs of the Arabia building I added a stripe of black paper 
with drawings of little dots, on top of it the phrase “Connect the Dots” and on the side a pen 
attached to a line glued in the wall. After two months I went to remove the papers and see 
the result. And I was surprised by the outcome, my first thought was that people would draw 
the common doodles that we see on the toilet walls, but there was only one of those, another 
one had a “help” word and surprisingly most of the drawings had the constellation shapes. I 
thought the pen, that was in the side, would also disappear at some point, but no, the pen was 
still there. With the conductive thread, ink and LED lights panel, I only managed to make A4 
prototypes and test those with friends. The next step would be to build a bigger panel and test 
it without me being present to see the results.

Conclusion

Far beyond the element of competition, Constellations: Connect the Dots is a game that unites 
communities together; an important aspect of the game is the concept of collaboration among 
the players.  Connect the Dots converse with the everyday by conveying a situation where 
participants are able to express themselves through drawing and intervening in a communal 
space, in which others will be able to see it and interact with. There is a core feature of playing 
that offers the possibility to discover connections that are surprising and profound. Like the 
surrealist parlor game, Constellations: Connect the Dots is an activity guided by endless 
possibilities for collective thinking and creation. The game is a production that emerges from 
its players, a process originated from the movement of the played action. 
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over the rainbow: 
playing wizard 

of oz with 
the wicked 

witch’s spats 
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“Toto, I have a feeling we’re not in Kansas 
anymore. We must be over the Rainbow!”

(Dorothy, Wizard of Oz)
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Project Concept

This game is based on Wizard of Oz’s ruby shoes; the main concept was to use the shoes 
to connect with a friend in a playful way. A player dressed as Dorothy gets lost around 
the city and two to seven players dressed as the Tin Woodman, Scarecrow, Cowardly Lion, 
Good Witch of the North and Wizard of Oz attempt to rescue Dorothy before the Wicked 
Witch of the South finds her. In this game of hide-and-seek, the group collaborates in their 
quest to find Dorothy before the Wicked Witch of the South.
 
Wizard of Oz is all about making new friends and discovering the old ones, friendship is 
the key message of the tale. Once lost Dorothy must tap her shoes 3 times. This sequential 
gesture will trigger the sending of an sms with a clue related to Dorothy’s GPS location. 
Hopefully, they are going to rescue Dorothy before the Witch finds her. Since shoes would 
not fit everyone I decided to make the Wicked Witch Spats so everyone could wear them.

The Goals

The Goal of each player is different. Dorothy’s goal is to avoid the Wicked Witch of the 
South and be found by one of her dear friends. The Wicked Witch of the South must find 
Dorothy before the others. And Dorothy’s friends should find Dorothy before the Wicked 
Witch of the South finds her.
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The game consist of a minimum of four participants: Wizard Oz, Good Witch of the North, 
Wicked Witch of the South and Dorothy, but more people can play. Dorothy will wear the 
spats and get lost around the city and with an interactive map mobile application. Wizard 
of Oz and the other characters are going on an adventure around the city to find the lost 
girl.  The role of Dorothy is to tap her shoes/spats 3 times every 15 minutes. The triple 
tapping triggers a GPS signal and sends a clue message via SMS. In addition, Dorothy will 
carry drawings of her friends and is encouraged to ask people in the streets if they have 
seen her friends. In this game of hide-and-seek, the group collaborates in their quest to 
find Dorothy before the Wicked Witch of the South.
 
All players receive the same clues - the only difference is that the players that are playing to 
rescue Dorothy work as a team and they can collaborate in order to rescue Dorothy. They all 
have each other’s phone contacts and they are free to choose how they are collaborating. 
They can divide themselves and look for Dorothy in different places around the city, or be 
together in their quest. Although the person playing the Witch’s role is playing alone, he or 
she has the advantage of starting the game in a nearby location. Another important rule is 
that all the players are required to dress in a costume according to their played characters.

The Rules

The Game Play

The players are enrolling to the play through a website, there they need to input their 
mobile phone and email information, date and time that they wish to participate, and 
they can choose if they want to play among friends or if they want to join an existing 
group. After they subscribe to the play they will receive a letter, some link to the mobile 
app, and masks.
 

Dorothy:

Dorothy get’s a box with the spats and a letter explaining the game:
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Dear Dorothy,
 
It has being a long time since the last Tornado and I would love to meet you 
again, the Tin Woodman, Scarecrow, Cowardly Lion and Good Witch of the 
North are missing you too.
 
The witch of North sent the shoes that you left behind in your last adventure 
around the yellow brick road. You can use them to find your way back to the 
Emerald City and meet with us again, below are some instructions that you 
should follow.
 
On the ____(date of the enrollment for the play), at_____(time put in the enrolment 
form), connect the battery that came in the box to the spats and after that wear the 
spats, you can also wear that beautiful blue dress that you used in your previous 
adventure around Emerald City. Also take with you the pictures of your friends 
that are in the envelope, you should show those around and ask if people have 
seen them, because they will be looking for you. And don’t forget Toto! Now 
you can leave Aunt Em and Uncle Henry’s house, they will miss you but you 
will be back soon. Once you are out in the streets, go southeast or southwest, and 
remember never let those ruby slippers striped spats off your feet for a moment … 
or you will be at the mercy of the Wicked Witch of the South.
 
Once 15 minutes has passed, tap your shoes back 3 times against the big red 
button in your right heels. If the red light in the ribbon blinks that is a good sign, 
someone will receive your rescue wishes... If not, try again until the lights are 
on. Now, try to hide the Wicked Witch of the South can be around.... And keep 
tapping your shoes in the 15 minutes break, if you feel that the witch is around 
you can tap with 10 minutes interval! And be aware – after 2 hours your shoes 
will lose their sorcery, so your friends will need to rescue you before that! And 
don’t go too far from the central area of the City – your shoes might not work 
over there…
 
Hope to see you soon,
Oz
 
PS: Now here is a short instruction of how to assemble the battery in the shoes:
open the buttons on the side and there you will see a box, from this box there is a place 
where you can put the battery – see the picture.
(Picture of the shoes pointing to the location of the battery)
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Wizard of Oz, Tin Woodman, Scarecrow, Cowardly Lion, 
Good Witch of the North:
 
These participants will get a letter with their respective character mask, an email with the 
same letter and a link to the application. Some minutes before the game starts, they will 
receive an sms with the contact of the other players.

Hey Wizard of Oz,
(Tin Woodman, Scarecrow, Cowardly Lion, Good Witch of the North)
 
Long time no see,
I miss my great adventure around the yellow brick road and I decided 
to go back.
But it has being really hard to find my way back to Emerald city. I 
somehow lost my way there and I need your help.
This is an interactive map of the land that I might be on ____(date 
of the game) at____(time of the game).
I don’t have the map and Toto doesn’t like this place at all...
But I have my magic spats and I think they will help you find me. I’m 
scared someone told me that the Wicked Witch of the South is looking 
for the ruby slippers striped spats!
 
Ps: Don’t forget to use your masks and wear your nice outfits. This 
will help me find you around the crowd; this place is full of people!  
You have 2 hours to find me, after that my striped spats will not work 
anymore… And don’t go beyond the desert area!
 
Hope to see you soon,
Your Dear,
Dorothy
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The Wicked Witch of the South
 
This participant will get a letter with their respective character mask, an email with the 
same letter and a link to the application.

Hello Wicked Witch of the South,
 
Someone whispered to me that Dorothy is in town and she has you gorgeous 
Striped Spats with her!
Here is an interactive mobile app that I manage to steal from her friends; 
this will help you find her.
This is an interactive map of the land that Dorothy might be on ____(date 
of the game) at____(time of the game).
 
Another tip – go South, she was last seeing on that part of the City…
 
Ps: Don’t forget to use your masks and wear your nice outfits. You have 2 
hours to find Dorothy, after that the striped spats are going to be destroyed, 
and you will never manage to get them back! And don’t go beyond the 
desert area.
 
Your Anonymous Spy and Servant,
X

The Interactive Map Application

The Interactive Map consists of a layered map with the land of Oz information on top of 
your current city map, by clicking on the map regions you get information about that area 
– geography, vegetation, type of inhabitants and so on, this information are connected 
with the messages clues that players will receive from the spats. Players can also see their 
position from this map. Map areas are divided into:
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Emerald City 
Center: Green land
The capital city of the Land of Oz
All the habitants wear green eyeglasses
Marks the end of the yellow brick road

Munchkin Country 
East: The blue land
A king – Cheeriobed, rules the Munchkin 
Country and he is married to the Good Witch 
of the North.
• Territory Once Ruled by the Wicked Witch 
of the East
• Habited by the Munchkins this land is the 
beginning of the yellow brick road that will 
lead you to the Emerald City.
Other Habitants:
The Foolish Owl lives in Munchkin Country. 
She and the Wise Donkey are public advisers. 
•  The Wise Donkey was a former citizen of 
the Land of Mo who often advised the King 
of Mo. A Hip-po-gy-raf lives in Munchkin 
Country west of Mount Munch. It appears 
to be a combination of a hippopotamus and 
a giraffe.
 

Gilliking Country 
North: Purple land
Territory Once Ruled by the Good Witch 
of North who, a spell broken, abdicates 
leadership of the Gillikin Country to Joe King 
and Queen Hyacinth of Up Town.
Everything in the land of the Gillikins is 
purple, including the plants and mud, and a 
character can see that he is leaving when the 
grass turns from purple to green.
Habitants:
• Giant Purple Spider - A race of spiders in 
Gillikin Country that catch travelers in their 
webs and make them their servants.

• The Hoopers – A race of 3 meter tall 
humanoids that live in the Purple Forest of 
Gillikin Country and can roll into hoops by 
grabbing their toes with their hands.
• The Scooters – A race of people that live 
on the waters of the Gillikin River. They have 
long boat-like feet and have sails growing 
from their wrists to their ribs.  

Quadling Country 
South: Red land
Territory Ruled by the Wicked Witch of South
Habitants:
• Territory of the China People
• The Cuttenclips - paper dolls
• A bunch of Jackdaws live in Quadling 
Country.
• The Horners – A race of strange one-
horned people that live inside a mountain in 
Quadling Country.
• The Scares – A race of grotesque beings 
that reside in Scare City within Quadling 
Country.
• The Tottenhots – A race of small mischievous 
people who live on the boarders of Quadling 
Country and Winkie Country.
• The Utensians – A race of living utensils 
that live in Utensia in Quadling Country.
 

Winkie Country 
West: Yellow land
• Territory Once Ruled by the Wicked Witch 
of West
• The ruler of the Winkie Country is the 
Emperor, the Tin Woodman.
Habitants:
• Squirrel King – The King of the Squirrels
• The Sticks-in-the-Muds – A tribe of mud-
covered people on stilts that live in Marsh 
Land within Winkie Country. 
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The Spats Interaction
 
By tapping the heel of the spats 3 times, a 
GPS signal is captured and based on that 
an sms will be sent to the players with a 
clue related with that location. A red light 
is displayed on top of the spats, once the 
message is sent the red light turns on giving 
the feedback to the player that the message 
is delivered.
 

The SMS clue messages
 
The SMS clue messages are based on the 
location of the Dorothy’s player and in the 
information on the Interactive map. Here 
are some examples of the messages:
 
“The Munchkin are really funny, says Toto.”
“And at some point everything turned 
purple, even the grass...”

“ I just talked with a Donkey and he gave 
me great advice”
“ No wonder that they call this city the most 
Gorgeous one”
“ I never thought that paper dolls could 
talk! What a funny creatures they are”
“Just met the King of Squirrels. That was 
an Honor”
“I’m so bored of walking in the yellow brick 
road, there is no ending”

Technical Specs

Hardware:
Arduino Uno Board
Libelium 3G/GPRS Shield for Arduino
 
Sensors:
Switch button
Red Lead light
10k ohm resistor 
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Over the Rainbow playing Wizard of Oz with The Wicked Witch’s Spats can be categorized 
as a pervasive game. Pervasive games are a form of entertainment in which the real world 
location of the player has an impact on the way the game evolves. Players equipped with 
handheld or wearable devices move through the city streets. And with the aid of the 
sensors and wireless connection the information about their current context, like location, 
is used to craft the gaming experience that can be related with what players are doing, 
where they are located and sense their emotions (Benford, Magerkurth and Ljusgstarand, 
2005, p.54). Other terms like: location-based games, urban gaming and street games are 
used to address the multiplayer games that takes place in the cityscape and utilizes mobile 
and wearable technologies. The main components of location–based games were listed by 
Capra as mobility, interaction in public, location specificity and integration of the physical 
and digital world (Capra et al., 2005, p. 89–95). Over the Rainbow playing Wizard of Oz 
with The Wicked Witch’s Spats is a game that blends digital media with everyday life 
experiences.
 
Seen in this light, the game builds on the experience of placing the participants on the 
streets and embracing a more contemplative structure in which players collaborate together 
on the quest of finding Dorothy across the city. One important characteristic of pervasive 
games is the use of mobile computing devices, positioning systems and other type of sensors, 
combined with wireless networking. The different forms that pervasive computing devices 
can take are endless; they can be embedded in different types of objects like cars, cloths, 
furniture, etc. In the case of The Wicked Witch’s Spats, the spats are transformed into a 
pervasive device – a magic tool in which players can send clues by triggering its GPS signal.
 
The Wicked Witch’s Spats concept was inspired by the Live Action Role-Playing games 
(LARP), a form of game in which the participants act their character actions, like in a 
theater play; and by outdoors games like hunting, hiding and chasing. The LARP element 
is present in the game by attributing different roles to the players to act out their played 
characters: Dorothy, Tin Woodman, Scarecrow, Cowardly Lion, Good Witch of the North, 
Wicked Witch of the South and Wizard of Oz. The outdoors activity of hide and seek is 
combined with additional game elements provided by the mobile and wearable technologies. 
The distinguishable aspects of the game concept is the way it mixes outdoor game content 
with live performances that takes place on the urban surroundings. Therefore, its interplay 
can be treated as a mixture of game and theater. The Wicked Witch’s Spat can be located 
in the borderline between the imaginary world of a game and the physical real urban 
environment, involving the spectators on the city streets in its narratives.

Pervasive Games
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The Playground City

In The Wicked Witch’s Spats the players meanders around the city streets in a search for 
an encounter. This phenomenon of urban meandering has been a recurring approach 
among literary groups from the Romanticism, extended to the Dada and Surrealism to the 
Situationist International, Fluxus, Neo Concrete, Conceptual Art, and Contemporary art 
Practices. These Avant-Garde movements intended to criticize and subvert the established 
ideas and practices of representational art. One common method adopted by the Avant-
Garde artists was the use of cartography as practice rather than representation (Cosgrove, 
2005, p. 38-41). Their artistic creation consists of action: a spatial exploratory research of 
the real city through urban meandering.
 
The Situationists intentionally shifted from the art world of studios and galleries into the 
spaces of everyday life emphasizing this interest of cartography as a means of engaging 
physically and actively with the cityscape. In 1955 Guy Debord coined the term dérive 
to define situations and encounters of different natures that occurs during an aimlessly 
drifting in a city. This dérive, or drift, was intended as a game, a presage of a new ludic city, 
but also as ways of generate chance encounters and provocative interactions with other 
individuals - constructed situations. The dérive was closely linked to Debord’s third concept 
of unitary urbanism - the combined arts and experimental techniques to construct a social 
environment. This theory is contrary to modernist functionalism, it imagines urban space 
as a playground where everyone interacts, and which one participates in building the urban 
space as one explores and transforms it. This was an influence to Over the Rainbow playing 
Wizard of Oz with The Wicked Witch’s Spats, which utilizes the city as the play arena, and 
engages its participants to interact with the spectators remodeling the cityscape. 
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The Spats

The Wicked Witch’s Spats were produced during the Wearable Technology course in 2013. 
The first part of the process was a sketch of how the interaction worked. Once this was 
decided, the second part was to research for the hardware that was available to execute the 
project. The way that the interaction works is by tapping the shoes/spats 3 times. An sms 
with a clue based on Dorothy’s GPS coordinates is, then,  sent to the players. The solution 
found for the GPS was the Libelium 3G/GPRS shield that is compatible with Arduino, the 
shield enables the connectivity to high speed WCDMA and HSPA cellular networks and the 
module counts also with an internal GPS that enables the location of the device outdoors 
and indoors combining standard NMEA frames with mobile cell ID triangulation using both 
assisted-mobile (A-GPS) and mobile-based (S-GPS) modes. A 3G sin card was used with the 
Libelium Shield in order to send the SMS. A 9-volt battery was used to power the device.
 
For the trigger that would send the message, four different sensors were tested until 
the final solution was found.  The first was a tilt sensor, which detects the tilting of an 
object. This component consists of a metallic ball inside that will convert the two pins 
of the device from on to off and vice versa if the sensor reaches a certain angle. The 
problem with the tilt was the fact that by moving the feet users could send the message 
by mistake. The second test was with an accelerometer sensor that was able to measure 
the X and Y position. The main issue with this sensor was the anatomy of the feet of the 
users; people can have different angles of opening the feet and would be impossible to 
get a precise x and y position that everyone could easily perform. The third test was with 
a piezo – an electronic device that generates a voltage when it’s physically deformed by 
an oscillation, sound wave, or mechanical pressure. While making tests with piezo, for a 
moment I thought I had found the perfect sensor, but once the sensor was moved to the 
shoe prototype some problems emerged: the message was triggered without intention 
once the user walked too fast. And loud environments were also causing the same issue. 
The fourth test was with the regular switch button, it was easy to use while walking and 
there were no risks that the message would be sent by mistake, users had the total control 
with this solution.
 
Once the solution for the trigger was found, the next step was to work on the feedback 
that communicated for the user that the message was sent. For the feedback, a red LED 
light was placed on the front part of the spats and once the message was sent the light 
blinked. The second part of this project was to build the spats within the hardware. The 
cables, button trigger, Arduino and Libelium 3G/GPRS shield were assembled on a rubber 
boot. The Arduino and Libelium were placed in a box and glued on the right shoe; the 
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button for sending the message was placed in the inner right heel area of the shoe, the 
LED light was assembled with a ribbon and positioned in the front of the shoe. In the left 
shoe, a button was placed in the inner heel. After this first prototype was fully functioning, 
the next phase was to develop a shoe that was adjustable and everyone could wear, the 
spats were the choice. The spats were sewn with a fabric that had the stripes pattern and 
resemble the Wicked Witch’s tights from the Wizard of Oz movie. Flexible cables were used 
to connect the sensor, Arduino and led light and a box was attached to protect the devices.
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The Spats can be categorized as a wearable computer. Wearable computing is a genre of 
garments that functions within the electronic field, capable of processing and collecting 
information of the body’s movements, location, sensations and emotions. The research on 
the wearable computing field can be traced back to the 1960s, but gained popularity in 
1980s and 1990s with the miniaturization of its components. The first wearable computer 
was presented in 1966 and produced by Ed Thorpe and Claude Shannon; this computer 
had the size of a cigarette package and was embedded to a shoe. The device used radio 
frequency technology and it was used to predict gambling results. (Rhodes, 1998)
 
The field of wearable computing has gained momentum in the last decades in production 
and research. Creative practitioners are creating interesting, new and fresh interactive 
apparels. The possibilities are diverse: from enhanced wearable clothes that communicate 
with the surroundings and monitors the body of the wearer for sports, medical and military 
purposes; to a more fashionable approach like the Remote Control Dress, made by Huissein 
Chalayan in 2000, that makes uses of a remote control to reveal hidden tulle parts in the 
dress. Sabine Seymour in the book Fashionable Technology coined the term fashionable 
wearables to describe garments, accessories that combine aesthetics and style with 
functional technology. “Through technology the functions of clothing can be enhanced 
and new ones are defined” explains the author (Seymour, 2008, p.12).
 
While designing and prototyping the Spats, the aesthetics, comfort and usability were the 
main concerns. The aesthetics was an important factor for establishing connection with 
the Wizard of Oz narrative. In this context, using the movie as a visual reference, the Spats 
were made with the black and white stripe pattern alluding to the witch’s striped tights. A 
red LED light and red ribbons were attached to the front part of the spats as a reference 
to the ruby color. The comfort was an essential aspect of the spats, since players would 
be wearing it for a long period of time. For this solution, all the wires were hidden under 
fabrics and textiles; the electronic boards were assembled inside an acrylic box, and elastics 
bands were sewed to the inside area of the garment in order to attach the spats to the users 
legs. The usability of the interaction was a fundamental component for having a successful 
result, since players needed to perform and understand the interaction gestures. The inputs 
buttons for triggering the GPS message were controlled by the wearer, it should be easy 
to use and converse with the Wizard of Oz tale, naturally the chosen place for embedding 
the inputs were the heels, the buttons were big allowing an intuitive use of the garment. 
 

Wearable Computing
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Unfortunately Over the Rainbow game concept was never fully tested. The amount of 
power that the 3G/GPRS shield used made it impossible to test the game. Once the device 
was on, the 9-volt battery lifetime would last for only 10 minutes. There are other type 
of batteries, like the lithium-ion batteries used in mobile phones and computers, but they 
can be dangerous under some conditions and pose a safety hazard since they contain 
a flammable electrolyte. This solution was discarded since the battery is attached to the 
foot and its volatile nature could cause harm to the users. The next step of this project 
in order to test the game would be to build a hardware that the battery life would last at 
least 2 hours. The spats were displayed in the last day of the course and people showed 
interest in the idea.

Outcome

Conclusion

Over the Rainbow playing Wizard of Oz with The Wicked Witch’s Spats dialogs with the 
everyday by incorporating the quotidian urban space as the main stage of the play, the 
city is turned into a playground. The tale of Wizard of Oz focuses on encounters and 
interactions among people, such as discovering new friends and meeting the old ones; 
in the daily life context, it is within the public spaces that many of this encounters 
occurs. As explained by Lefebvre while observing these urban rendezvous in the city 
surroundings “As a place of encounters, focus of communication and information, the 
urban becomes what it always was: place of desire, permanent disequilibrium, seat of the 
dissolution of formalities and constraints, the moment of play and of the unpredictable” 
(Lefebvre, 1996, p. 129). In the game, the cityscape is transformed into a big Maze in 
which players will endeavor a new encounter through the hide and seek play. In the The 
Wicked Witch’s Spats, play is interpolated into our lives by transforming the day-to-day 
environment into a ludic zone.  
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“Cheshire Puss,’ she began, rather timidly, as she did not 
at all know whether it would like the name: however, 

it only grinned a little wider. ‘Come, it’s pleased so far,’ 
thought Alice, and she went on. ‘Would you tell me, 

please, which way I ought to go from here?’
‘That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,’ 

said the Cat. ‘I don’t much care where—’ said Alice.
‘Then it doesn’t matter which way you go,’ said the Cat.

‘—so long as I get somewhere,’ 
Alice added as an explanation.

‘Oh, you’re sure to do that,’ said the Cat, 
‘if you only walk long enough.’”

(Lewis, 1865, p.27)
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The three research questions listed in this thesis aspired to find ways and methods of 
introducing play into the day-to-day life by attributing a new meaning to the common 
objects and encourage people to interact with the proposed projects. These three questions 
found resolution in different concepts of playfulness that guided the production of the 
presented projects. The projects  focused in creating a new meaning to the familiar objects 
and in the participant’s interplay with these objects.

In the book “Playing and Reality” the British psychoanalyst Donald W. Winnicott British 
coined the phrase ‘transitional object’ to describe this new conception of how a favorite 
toy, blanket or other object can take an important part in the infants’ process of learning 
to differentiate themselves from their mother’s bodies, and recognize themselves as single 
human begins. The transitional object occurs in an intermediate zone of experience - 
‘between a subjective area and that which is objectively perceived’, because it is perceived 
by the child simultaneously as two contradictory experiences. On one side, the transitional 
object appears to be totally controlled by the child. On the other side, it exists in itself, 
separately from the infant who has chosen it (Winnicott, 1985, p.3).
 
Winnicott indicates that the central feature of the transitional object is its existence in an 
area of conscious illusion or suspension of disbelief – since the infants can at the same 
time believe and not believe that their object is autonomous. Winnicott pointed out how 
a circle of trust is fundamental to the development of the transitional object and the 
potential arena of play.  The child’s parents, he explains, must play along with the illusion 
established through the transitional object, in order to let the child develop this space 
independently (Winnicott, 1985, p.48).  These thesis projects, shares this emphasis on the 
transitional nature, these ideas that identify the object as a dynamic entity, mediating 
the subject’s interior and exterior worlds as well as providing different interactions with 
itself and other objects. The following paragraphs identify the role of the objects for the 
projects: Wanderlust, Constellations: Connect the Dots and The Wicked Witch’s Spats. 

In Wanderlust the objects - the book, camera, map and photo are used to encourage the 
viewers to play by providing a space for creative manipulation and exploration free from 
controlled rules and behavioral standards.  The book is composed of a narrative that invites 
players to explore the environment by looking at it from different viewpoints.  The map 
adds the surprise element, since a random line should be drawn on top of it and the player 
should follow that path.  The instant camera produces a whimsical imagery that incites 
discovery; the player(s) await encountering the moment when the image is reveled in the 
paper. The photograph brings the element of curiosity; the second player(s)’s role is to 
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guess what the first player envisioned when the picture was taken. Upon manipulation of 
the objects the participant interrupts his/her daily routine and his/her ordinary behavior is 
shifted to a different context.
 
Constellations: Connect the Dots reshapes the idea of drawing, usually performed in 
everyday life, and makes this action one of discovery. The conductive ink pen is a magical 
tool that turns LED lights on; by drawing lines players are engaged to create different 
connections and patterns. In this way, the participant becomes increasingly aware of the 
relationship between his/her body and the artwork, which allows him/her to analyze each 
movement he/she makes. By playing with the object, the pen, the participant tests and 
evaluates its meaning. The canvas, the Led Light panel, remodels audience participation 
to include both an individual self-discovery and a collective experience. Through drawing, 
Connect the Dots extends play from an individual realm to a cooperative practice, which 
allows for the participant’s social development.
 
In the Wicked Witch’s Spats by putting on the spats, the participant suspends his/her 
previous world and drifts in a state of explorative and sensorial play. By tapping the spats 
three times against each other, the player can give clues of his/her location in the city. This 
investigation of a novel object, in this case the spats, is characteristic of exploratory play. 
The participant undergoes a process of self-discovery, which enhances his/her awareness 
of his/her body and its movements in relation to the world and people around him/her. 
The spats elicit a feeling of alienation from the visible world and offer a way to connect 
to another human through play. The other players receive clue messages in their phones 
and the goal is to decipher where they can find the first player - ‘Dorothy’.  For them, the 
cityscape promotes guided play through its labyrinth of experiences. The participant gains 
a novel understanding of his/her physicality in relation to the object through this guided 
play. The spats and the message-clues work as tools that encourage a new understanding 
of human connection.
 
Once questioned about what his work Parangolé was, Helio Oiticica gave the following 
answer: “The series of works is to make intelligible what I am, I become to know myself 
better through what I do. Actually, I don’t know what I am because if it is an invention 
I am not able to know it; if I knew what these things were, they would no longer be an 
invention. Their existence makes the invention possible” (Oiticica, 1979). The Parangolé, 
as explained by Oiticica, is a new involvement between the plastic object and the viewer. 
Similarly the objects created for these thesis projects: the shoes/spats, the clue-messages 
from the The Wicked Witch’s Spats; the pen and paper from Constellations: Connect the 
Dots; the book, the camera, the map and the photographs from Wanderlust initiate a 
spontaneous relationship with the participants, opening up a whole range of experiences. 
The subjects themselves, the players, are the ones who give a function to the object while 
appropriating the work’s content.
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Conclusion

I finally reach the end of this long journey, during which I learned about new materials, 
hardware design and new theories. The chosen research approach influenced the execution 
of the projects, and the implementation of the projects affected the research. I notice 
that during the execution of the projects, reflections and readings, a series of elucidative 
possibilities intertwined, giving directions for the writing. Art and play was a term that 
arouse during the building phase of the three projects.

In the development field, working with hardware, experimenting with new materials and 
hand crafting the projects was a demanding process. In The Wicked Witch’s Spats I learned 
how to integrate the hardware with the Spats, tested different types of sensors and, tailored 
and sewed the spats. In Wanderlust I mastered the screen-printing and laser cut techniques. 
In Constellations: Connect the Dots I did a deep research into conductive materials and 
circuit connections.  This explorative process of working with different types of materials, 
mediums and objects was a big challenge and gave me the knowledge of these techniques 
and technologies. 

The thesis projects started from an interest to investigate ludic interaction in the art 
territory, and a keen interest in ways of designing tools and concepts that could stimulate 
players to establish a creative dialogue with quotidian activities. The process guided me 
to study the ludic ideas theorized by the scholars Barthes, Huizinga, Caillois, Gadamer, 
Deleuze, Winnicott, Lefebvre and Kaprow, as a need for a research methodology and a 
framework to guide my projects.
 
An important aspect of interplay in Wanderlust, Constellations: Connect the Dots and 
The Wicked Witch’s Spats is to bind communities together and encourage do-it-yourself 
practice. A specific characteristic of the three projects is the multiplayer approach in which 
players invoke the rules of the games to realize a photograph, a drawing, or an encounter. 
The nature of these games always requires at least two people, though The Wicked Witch’s 
Spats game must be played by a minimum of four people at any given time. Each time 
a group of players execute the rules of the games, they generate a series of movements 
or plays leading to a complete new game experience. All the projects have a specific 
instance of realization and are broad and open-ended; they were intended above all to be 
collaborative and not competitive exercises.
 
The playful aspect of the games in Wanderlust, Constellations: Connect the Dots and The 
Wicked Witch’s Spats engenders an atmosphere more favorable to the free play of the 
imagination. This new ambience stimulates the participants to become co-creators of the 
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play activity; the game is a production that originates from its players; the participants 
are the ones responsible for bringing the meaning to the game. The design of the project 
focuses on the openness as a characteristic of the proposals. This grants the player the 
possibility to discover connections that are surprising, emotional and meaningful. The 
proposed projects’  interaction is compelled by novel possibilities for collective thought 
and creation.
 
One of the strategies used to elicit play in Wanderlust, Constellations: Connect the Dots 
and The Wicked Witch’s Spats was the creation of a new context and the use of familiar 
objects. This technique can be compared to the Surrealist trouvailles, also known as found 
objects; art created from often modified existing objects and products that are normally 
not considered art, often because they already have a non-art function. The displacement 
of these objects from their common use induces players to experience an exceptional 
insight into alternate interpretations.
 
In the same line of thinking suggested by the Surrealists, the main thrust of this thesis is to 
indicate that many important accomplishments of our culture rely less on lucid reasoning 
than on a need for ludic immersive experiences. André Breton commented in La Clé des 
champs (Free Rein): “lucidity is the greater enemy of revelation” (Breton, p. 4, 1995). The 
principle of creative experimentation is that players accomplish an action not to achieve 
some ready established result but to find the magic of discovery. In this attitude, the 
players abandon themselves to their imagination.
 
In conclusion, these thesis projects adopt guided and constructive play as a tool to stimulate 
players’ creative skills. Whether the works affect social behavior, as in Wanderlust and The 
Wicked Witch’s Spats, or develop collective facilities, as in Constellations: Connect the 
Dots, they convey new knowledge upon the players through exploratory activities that are 
indicative of play. The adults are transported to a world outside of the everyday life where 
they begin with a clean slate. By playing with the tools and objects, the players create new 
meaning from their actions which were previously ordinary and mundane.
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Andre Breton: French writer and poet, founder of Surrealism. 
 
Apparatus: a plaything or game that simulates thought. An overarching term for a non-
human agency, e.g. the camera, the computer and the ‘apparatus’ of the State or of the 
market; organization or system that enables something to function. (Flusser, 2000, p.83)

Assemblage: An art form in which natural and manufactured, traditionally non-artistic 
materials and objects are assembled into three-dimensional structures.

Automatism: In psychology, “automatism” refers to involuntary actions and processes not 
under the control of the conscious mind—for example, dreaming, breathing, or a nervous 
tic. Automatism plays a role in Surrealists techniques such as spontaneous or automatic 
writing, painting, and drawing; free association of images and words; and collaborative 
creation though games like Exquisite Corpse. 

Concrete Poetry: A type of poetry that values the physical aspect of the word, creating 
poems to be sensed as sculptures with focuses on  typography, color, and blank spaces. 
Form is as important as the meaning of words.

Dadaism: Artistic and literary movement started in 1916

Demiurge: Means an artisan-like figure responsible for the fashioning and maintenance of 
the physical universe in the platonic school. 

Dérive:  term defined by the Situationists (‘drift’) is a process orientation to the investigation 
of urban environments.

Flâneur: Derived from the French noun flâneur, means “stroller”, “lounger”, “saunterer”, 
or “loafer”.

Fluxus: An international group of avant-garde artists working in different types of media 
and active from the early 1960s to the late 1970s.

Fluxus Scores: Originated from the music scores, the fluxus scores took different shapes: 
recipes, events, poetry and  performance.

Glossary
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Found-Objects or  trouvailles: Term applied in the 20th century to existing objects, 
manufactured or of natural origin, used in, or as, works of art.

Guy Debord: A French writer and filmmaker. Founder of the Situationist International art 
movement.

Helio Oiticica: A Brazilian visual artist and member of the Neo-concrete art movement. 

Ludic: Means playful and it’s originated from French ludique and from Latin ludus game

Lygia Clark: A Brazilian visual artist and member of the Neo-concrete art movement. 

Lygia Pape: A Brazilian visual artist and member of the Neo-concrete art movement. 

Neo-Concrete: An art movement founded in Brazil in the late 1950s, the artists were 
inspired to create art that drew on contemporary theories of phenomenology, cybernetics, 
gestalt psychology and integrating art into life.

Parlour Games: is a group game played indoors. Popular during the Victorian era in the 
Great Britain and the United States. 

Pervasive: The word is derived from the Latin ‘pervasus’, the past participle of pervadere 
(‘to go through, pass through, or pervade’). If something is ‘pervasive’ it means that it is 
spread throughout our physical environment.

Psychogeography: term coined by the Situationists. It refers to the perception of the city’s 
atmospheres and driving ambiences.

Situationist: An international art movement founded in 1957 by Guy Debord, they criticized 
the modernist functionalist theories. 

Surrealism: Born in Paris in the 1920s, it was an international intellectual movement, with 
focus on the development of unconventional techniques. 
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Appendix

unsigned long time = 0;
int nKnocks = 0;
boolean pressing = true;
 
const int ledPin = 13;   // led 
connected to digital pin 13
const int buttonPin = 12; // the piezo is 
connected to analog pin 0
 
float ledOffTime = 0;
 
int buttonState = 0;
int ledState = LOW;      // variable 
used to store the last LED status, to toggle 
the light
 
/*SMS Variables*/
 
int led = 13;
int onModulePin = 2;     // the pin to 
switch on the module (without press on 
button)
 
int timesToSend = 1;     // Numbers of 
SMS to send
int count = 1;
 
char phone_number[]=”0400370386”;     
// ********* is the number to call
 
/*sms code*/
void switchModule(){
 digitalWrite(onModulePin,HIGH);

 delay(2000);
 digitalWrite(onModulePin,LOW);
}
 
void setup() {
 pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT); // declare the 
ledPin as as OUTPUT
 Serial.begin(115200);    // use the 
serial port
 time = millis();
 
 /*sms code*/
  Serial.begin(115200);             // 
UART baud rate
  delay(2000);
  pinMode(led, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(onModulePin, OUTPUT);
  switchModule();                 // switches 
the module ON
 
 for (int i=0;i< 5;i++){
     delay(5000);
  }
 Serial.println(“AT+CMGF=1”);      
// sets the SMS mode to text
 delay(100);
}
 
void loop() {
  ledState = false;
  buttonState = digitalRead(buttonPin);
 
  if (buttonState == HIGH) {

Arduino code for the switch button that turns the led light on and triggers the SMS and 
Libelium shield code for reading the GPS signal and sending the SMS:
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 if (!pressing)
 {
   knocked();
   pressing = true;
 }
  }
  else
  {
    pressing = false;
  }
 
 sendSMS();
 
}
 
void sendSMS(){
 
 
 while (count < timesToSend){
   digitalWrite(ledPin, true);    
    delay(1500);  
        Serial.print(“AT+CMGS=\””);   // send 
the SMS number
     Serial.print(phone_number);
 Serial.println(“\””);
    delay(1500);   
     Serial.print(“Toto I have a feeling 
that we are not in Kansas anymore. We 
must be over the Rainbow at:”);  // the 
SMS body
     delay(500);
     digitalWrite(ledPin, false);
     Serial.write(0x1A);    //
sends ++
     Serial.write(0x0D);
     Serial.write(0x0A);
 
     delay(5000);
 
     count++;
 }

 
}
 
void knocked(){
  float timePassed = millis()-time;
  if (timePassed>250 && timePassed<800)
  {
 nKnocks++;
  }else
  {
  nKnocks = 0;
  }
 
 time = millis();
 
  if (nKnocks>=2)
  {
 count = 0;
 nKnocks = 0;
 //Serial.println(“ - Quero ir pra 
casa”);
 time = 0;
 ledOffTime = millis()+1000;
   }
}
//
 
code of the GPS that is working outside:
//
int led = 13;
int onModulePin = 2;     // the pin to 
switch on the module (without press on 
button)
 
char data[255];
char latitude[11],longitude[12];
char date[6],UTC_time[8];
char speed_OG[6],altitude[6];
 
int x,y;
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 void switchModule(){
 digitalWrite(onModulePin,HIGH);
 delay(2000);
 digitalWrite(onModulePin,LOW);
}
 
void setup(){
 
 Serial.begin(115200);             
// UART baud rate
 delay(2000);
 pinMode(led, OUTPUT);
 pinMode(onModulePin, OUTPUT);
 switchModule();                 // 
switches the module ON
 
 for (int i=0;i<5;i++){
     delay(5000);
 }
 
    Serial.

println(“AT+CGSOCKCONT=1,\”IP\”,\”internet\””); 

 Serial.flush();
 x=0;
 do{
     while(Serial.available()==0);
     data[x]=Serial.read(); 
     x++;                     
 }while(data[x-1]!=’K’);

Serial.println(“AT+CGPSURL=\”supl.google.
com:7276\””);      // sets GPS server
 delay(100);  
 while(Serial.read()!=’K’); 
 
 Serial.println(“AT+CGPSSSL=0”);      
// without certificate
 delay(100);  
 while(Serial.read()!=’K’);

 
    Serial.println(“AT+CGPS=1,3”);      
// starts GPS session in based mode
 delay(100);  
 while(Serial.read()!=’K’);     
}
 
void loop(){
 delay(5000);
 Serial.println(“AT+CGPSINFO”); // 
request GPS info
 Serial.flush();
 
 
  do{ 
    digitalWrite(led,HIGH); 
  }
  while(Serial.available()==0);
  
  while(Serial.available() != 0)
    Serial.print((char)Serial.read());
 
     Serial.println(“La:”);  
}
//
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